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Summary
In the 108th Congress, companion bills were introduced (S. 1668/H.R. 3213)
that, if enacted, would have established a Commission on the Accountability and
Review of Federal Agencies (CARFA).  The proposed CARFA Act would have
required this 12-member presidentially appointed commission to review non-defense,
non-entitlement federal agencies and programs to determine if any agencies or
programs are duplicative, wasteful, inefficient, outdated, irrelevant, or failed.  The
commission would have been required to recommend that any such programs and
agencies be realigned or eliminated.  The commission’s recommendations would
have been packaged into an implementation bill that would have received expedited
congressional consideration, including prohibitions on amendments and restrictions
on procedural delays.  Nearly identical provisions appeared in budget process reform
bills (H.R. 3800/S. 2752, H.R. 3925, and in floor amendments to H.R. 4663).  In
addition, nonbinding provisions in the Senate-passed version of the FY2005 budget
resolution (S.Con.Res. 95) and in the House-passed conference report on the FY2005
budget resolution (H.Rept. 108-498) called for enacting the legislation.  Although the
CARFA legislation was not enacted in the 108th Congress, similar or identical
provisions could be introduced in the 109th Congress.  President George W. Bush said
in his FY2006 budget that he would propose, as part of his President’s Management
Agenda (PMA), legislation authorizing him to propose “Results Commissions,”
which would consider and revise Administration proposals to restructure and
consolidate programs and agencies.  Proposals approved by such a commission and
the President would be considered by Congress under expedited procedures. In
addition, nonbinding provisions in the Senate-passed version of the FY2006 budget
resolution (S.Con.Res. 18) called for establishing a CARFA-like commission.
Proponents have argued that, if enacted, a CARFA could evaluate programs and
agencies, use a successful model for congressional consideration of commission
recommendations, and thereby eliminate or reform wasteful agencies and programs.
Such a commission would arguably use assessment tools including the Bush
Administration’s Program Assessment Rating Tool (PART).  Critics would likely
contend that the legislation is too narrowly focused — looking only at discretionary,
non-defense programs; that the commission should be bipartisan and less under the
President’s control; that expedited procedures undermine the democratic process; and
that the decision-making criteria are too subjective.  This report summarizes the
legislation’s history and provisions, discusses developments in the 109th Congress,
and highlights perspectives that surfaced in the 108th Congress.  Next, the report
analyzes issues that may be of interest in the 109th Congress in the event that the
CARFA legislation or similar proposals are considered.  Finally, the report discusses
potential success factors for commissions and potential alternatives or complements
to a commission.  A short version of this report is available (CRS Report RS21980,
Proposed Commission on the Accountability and Review of Federal Agencies
(CARFA): A Brief Overview).  This report will be updated as events warrant. 
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1 For a short version of this report, see CRS Report RS21980, Proposed Commission on the
Accountability and Review of Federal Agencies (CARFA): A Brief Overview, by Clinton T.
Brass.
2 Legislation that was nearly identical to S. 1668/H.R. 3213 was also introduced by the same
sponsors in the 107th Congress (S. 2488/H.R. 5090).  In the 108th Congress, the Senate bill
had 28 cosponsors, and the House bill had 70 cosponsors. 
3 See U.S. Office of Management and Budget, Budget of the U.S. Government, Fiscal Year
2006, Analytical Perspectives (Washington: GPO, 2005), pp. 15-16.  For an overview of the
PMA, see CRS Report RS21416, The President’s Management Agenda: A Brief
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Proposals for a Commission on the 
Accountability and Review of 
Federal Agencies (CARFA) and 
“Results Commissions”: 
Analysis and Issues for Congress
Introduction
In the 108th Congress, companion bills were introduced (S. 1668/H.R. 3213)
that, if enacted, would have established a Commission on the Accountability and
Review of Federal Agencies (CARFA).1  Had the legislation been enacted, the
proposed CARFA Act would have required this “review commission,” made up of
12 members all appointed by the President, to review non-defense, non-entitlement
federal agencies and programs — accounting for approximately one-fifth of the
federal budget — to determine if any agencies or programs are duplicative, wasteful,
inefficient, outdated, irrelevant, or failed.  The proposed CARFA would have been
required to recommend that any such programs and agencies be realigned or
eliminated.  The commission’s recommendations would have been packaged into an
implementation bill that would have received expedited congressional consideration,
including prohibitions on amendments and restrictions on procedural delays.  Nearly
identical provisions appeared in budget process reform bills (H.R. 3800/S. 2752,
H.R. 3925, and floor amendments to H.R. 4663).  In addition, nonbinding provisions
in the Senate-passed version of the FY2005 budget resolution (S.Con.Res. 95) and
in the House-passed conference report on the FY2005 budget resolution (H.Rept.
108-498) called for enacting the legislation.  
Although the CARFA legislation was not enacted in the 108th Congress, similar
or identical provisions could be introduced in the 109th Congress.2  Events suggest
that similar legislation will be proposed or considered.  For example, President
George W. Bush said in his FY2006 budget that he would propose, as part of his
President’s Management Agenda (PMA),3 legislation authorizing him to propose
CRS-2
3 (...continued)
Introduction, by Virginia A. McMurtry. 
4 For analysis of the PART, see CRS Report RL32663, The Bush Administration’s Program
Assessment Rating Tool (PART), by Clinton T. Brass.
“Results Commissions,” which would consider and revise Administration proposals
to restructure and consolidate programs and agencies.  Proposals approved by such
a commission and the President would be considered by Congress under expedited
procedures.  In addition, nonbinding provisions in the Senate-passed version of the
FY2006 budget resolution (S.Con.Res. 18) called for establishing a CARFA-like
commission.  Accordingly, this report analyzes several issues related to the CARFA
legislation, were it, or something similar to it, to be proposed in the 109th Congress.
The CARFA proposal’s provisions for expedited congressional consideration
have been compared by its proponents to those of the legislation that established the
Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC) commissions, which have made
recommendations to realign and close some military installations in the last 15 years.
However, the CARFA proposal also has significant differences from the BRAC
framework, as discussed later in this report.  In addition, the Office of Management
and Budget (OMB) has testified to Congress that, if Congress established CARFA,
the commission should use the Bush Administration’s Program Assessment Rating
Tool (PART) to evaluate programs.4
This report summarizes the CARFA legislation’s history in the 108th Congress
and provisions, briefly discusses other review commission legislation in the 108th
Congress, discusses developments in the 109th Congress, and highlights perspectives
that surfaced in the 108th Congress regarding advantages and disadvantages of the
proposal.  Next, the report analyzes several issues that may be of interest in the 109th
Congress in the event that the CARFA legislation or similar proposals to establish
a review commission are considered.  In order of presentation, these issues include:
! the commission’s membership;
! the scope of the commission’s review and recommendations;
! definitions of key terms;
! standards and criteria for decision making;
! expedited congressional consideration; and
! transparency and participation.
Finally, the report discusses potential success factors for commissions and, should
Congress wish to consider them, potential alternatives or complements to a review
commission.  These alternatives or complements include pursuing or reauthorizing
government reorganization, using the Government Performance and Results Act, and
bolstering agency program evaluation capacity by establishing “chief program
evaluation officers.”
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5 U.S. Congress, Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs, Subcommittee on Oversight
of Government Management, the Federal Workforce, and the District of Columbia,
Trimming the Fat: Examining Duplicative and Outdated Federal Programs and Functions,
hearing, 108th Cong., 2nd sess., May 6, 2004, S.Hrg.108-672 (Washington: GPO, 2004).
(Hereafter referred to as Senate Subcommittee Hearing on CARFA.)
6 Rep. Tiahrt subsequently spoke about H.R. 3213 on the House floor.  See Rep. Todd
Tiahrt, “Yes, We Are Better Off Now Than We Were Four Years Ago,” remarks in the
House, Congressional Record, daily edition, vol. 150 (May 20, 2004), pp. H3531, H3533-
3534.  A previous version of the Senate bill (S. 837, 108th Cong.), also sponsored by Sen.
Brownback (introduced Apr. 9, 2003), would have included entitlement programs within the
commission’s scope.  Legislation nearly identical to S. 1668/H.R. 3213 was introduced by
the same Senate and House sponsors in the 107th Congress (S. 2488/H.R. 5090) in the
summer of 2002, before issuance of the Bush Administration’s PART.
7 Debate on that legislation was mainly focused on statutory limits on discretionary spending
and “pay-as-you-go” requirements for mandatory spending.  H.R. 3800, the Family Budget
Protection Act of 2004, was referred to committees on Feb. 11, 2004, but saw no further
action.  Secs. 321-327 of H.R. 3800 contained provisions that would have established a
Commission to Eliminate Waste, Fraud, and Abuse and assigned the commission duties
nearly identical to those in S. 1668/H.R. 3213, except that all agencies (as defined under 5
U.S.C. § 105) and programs within those agencies would have been within the commission’s
scope (vice only non-defense discretionary programs being within scope under S. 1668/H.R.
3213).  On June 24, 2004, provisions similar to H.R. 3800 were offered as an amendment
in the nature of a substitute to H.R. 4663 (H.Amdt. 621) by Rep. Jeb Hensarling, but the
amendment failed by a vote of 88-326.  A companion Senate bill, S. 2752, was later
introduced on July 22, 2004, and referred to committees, but saw no further action.
H.R. 3925, the Deficit Control Act of 2004, was referred to committees on Mar. 10,
2004, but saw no further action.  Secs. 311-316 of H.R. 3925 would have established a
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Proposed Legislation in the 108th Congress: The
CARFA Act
Legislative History
On September 26, 2003, Senator Sam Brownback introduced legislation
(Commission on the Accountability and Review of Federal Agencies Act, S. 1668,
108th Congress) to establish a commission to “conduct a comprehensive review of
Federal agencies and programs and to recommend the elimination or realignment of
duplicative, wasteful, or outdated functions, and for other purposes” (bill title).  The
bill was referred to the Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs, and on
September 29, 2003, was further referred to the committee’s Subcommittee on
Oversight of Government Management, the Federal Workforce, and the District of
Columbia.  The Senate subcommittee held a hearing on S. 1668 on May 6, 2004.5
A companion House bill, H.R. 3213, was introduced by Representative Todd Tiahrt
on October 1, 2003, and was referred jointly to the House Committees on
Government Reform and Rules, but did not receive further action.6  Nearly identical
provisions appeared in several budget process reform bills (108th Congress, H.R.
3800/S. 2752, H.R. 3925, and in floor amendments to H.R. 4663), which would have
established a commission to review all federal executive agencies and programs
(although H.R. 3925 did not provide for expedited congressional consideration).7
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Commission to Eliminate Waste, Fraud, and Abuse and assigned the commission duties
nearly identical to those in S. 1668/H.R. 3213, except that (a) all agencies (as defined under
5 U.S.C. § 105) and programs within those agencies would have been within the
commission’s scope, and (b) the commission’s recommendations would not have received
expedited congressional consideration.  On June 24, 2004, provisions similar to H.R. 3925
were offered as an amendment in the nature of a substitute to H.R. 4663 (H.Amdt. 622) by
Rep. Mark Steven Kirk, but the amendment failed by a vote of 120-296.
For general discussion of budget process reform proposals, see CRS Report RS21752,
Federal Budget Process Reform: A Brief Overview, by Bill Heniff Jr. and Robert Keith.
8 Section 606.  The conference report to accompany the FY2004 budget resolution
(H.Con.Res. 95, H.Rept. 108-71) was approved 216-211 in the House, in a largely party-line
vote, on Apr. 11, 2003, and approved 51-50 in the Senate, in a largely party-line vote, on the
same day.  For more information, see CRS Report RL31754, Congressional Budget Actions
in 2003, by Bill Heniff Jr. 
9 Sen. Sam Brownback, remarks in the Senate, Congressional Record, daily edition, vol. 149
(Mar. 20, 2003), pp. S4063-4064.  
10 S.Con.Res. 95 was approved 51-45 in the Senate, in a largely party-line vote, on Mar. 12,
2004.  H.Rept. 108-498 was approved 216-213 in the House, in a largely party-line vote, on
May 19, 2004.  For overall discussion of these measures, see CRS Report RL32246,
Congressional Budget Actions in 2004, by Bill Heniff Jr. 
In addition, the CARFA proposal was cited in the context of congressional
budget resolutions in both the first and second sessions of the 108th Congress.  In the
FY2004 budget resolution (108th Congress, H.Con.Res. 95), which was agreed to by
the House and Senate, nonbinding sense of the Senate provisions called for the
establishment of a commission
... to review Federal domestic agencies, and programs within such agencies, with
the express purpose of providing Congress with recommendations, and
legislation to implement those recommendations, to realign or eliminate
government agencies and programs that are duplicative, wasteful, inefficient,
outdated, or irrelevant, or have failed to accomplish their intended purpose.8
In remarks during Senate consideration of the resolution, Senator Brownback stated
that this language referred to his CARFA proposal.9
In the FY2005 budget resolution, nonbinding sense of the Senate provisions in
the Senate-passed version (108th Congress, S.Con.Res. 95, Section 502) and in the
House-passed conference report to the FY2005 budget resolution (H.Rept. 108-498,
Section 602) called for enactment of the CARFA legislation.10  The CARFA-related
provisions stated, among other things, 
... that legislation should be enacted that would create a bipartisan commission
for the purpose of — (1) submitting recommendations on ways to eliminate
waste, fraud, and abuse; and (2) ... provid[ing] recommendations on ways in
which to achieve cost savings through enhancing program efficiencies in all
[domestic] discretionary and entitlement programs.
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11 Henceforward, this report analyzes the CARFA legislation, were it to be reintroduced in
the 109th Congress.  Unless stated otherwise, the report refers to legislative provisions that
were included in S. 1668/H.R. 3213 (108th Cong.).
12 As described later in this report, proponents have seen this scope as a “reasonable first
step,” while critics have viewed this sort of scope as overly narrow or reflecting an
implicitly partisan outlook.
13 The CARFA legislation from the 107th Congress (S. 2488/H.R. 5090), which was
introduced before issuance of the Bush Administration’s PART, did not include the
language included in S. 1668/H.R. 3213 providing for “systematic assessment of programs”
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These provisions further called for the commission to “realign or eliminate
government agencies and programs that are duplicative, inefficient, outdated,
irrelevant, or have failed to accomplish their intended purpose.”
Overview of Legislative Provisions11
Duties of the Commission and President.  As drafted in S. 1668/H.R.
3213, the legislation, if reintroduced, would establish the 12-member CARFA, with
the President required to appoint all 12 members of this review commission within
90 days of the legislation’s enactment, and also to designate a chairperson and vice
chairperson.  It appears that officers and employees of the federal government and
non-federal individuals could be appointed as members.
The proposed CARFA would be required to:
! evaluate executive branch agencies and programs, excluding
agencies and programs within the Department of Defense (DOD),
entitlement programs, and “any agency that solely administers
entitlement programs”;12
! determine, according to brief definitions in the legislation, if an
agency or program is duplicative, wasteful, inefficient, outdated,
irrelevant, or failed; and
! submit to the President and Congress, not later than two years after
the date of enactment, a plan with recommendations of how any
such agencies and programs should be realigned or eliminated, along
with supporting documentation and proposed legislation to
implement the recommendations.
The legislation would also require the President, not later than one year after the
date of enactment, to:
! establish a systematic method, according to certain requirements, for
assessing the effectiveness and accountability of these agencies and
programs;
! submit to the commission assessments of not less than one-half of
all the legislation’s covered programs; and 




(Sec. 3(d)), which is arguably similar to the Administration’s PART.  The PART and
“common performance measures” have been components of the “budget and performance
integration” initiative of the Bush Administration’s President’s Management Agenda.  For
more on the Administration’s efforts concerning common performance measures, see
[http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/budintegration/common.html].  For more on the PMA, see
CRS Report RS21416, The President’s Management Agenda: A Brief Introduction.
14 For more information about cited chapters of Title 5, United States Code, see CRS Report
RL30795, General Management Laws: A Compendium, coordinated by Clinton T. Brass.
15 For a brief overview of expedited legislative procedures, see CRS Report RS20234,
Expedited or “Fast Track” Legislative Procedures, by Christopher M. Davis.  For a more
detailed discussion, see CRS Report 98-888, “Fast Track” or Expedited Procedures:  Their
Purposes, Elements, and Implications, by Christopher M. Davis.
The commission would be required to “consider” the assessments submitted by the
President, but only after the commission reviewed and accepted the President’s
method for assessing agencies and programs.  The legislation proposed by the
commission would be required to provide that all funds saved by implementation of
the commission’s plan be used to “support other domestic programs” or “pay down
the national debt.”
Powers of the Commission. CARFA would be empowered to hold
hearings; issue subpoenas for testimony and evidentiary materials; secure information
from federal agencies; use the U.S. mail as do other federal agencies; and accept, use,
and dispose of gifts or donations of services or property.
Commission Personnel Matters.14  Non-federal CARFA members would
not receive compensation except for travel expenses.  Federal officers or employees
would continue to receive their normal compensation.  The CARFA chairperson
would be authorized to appoint and terminate an executive director (subject to
confirmation by the commission) and other commission staff without regard to civil
service laws and regulations.  The rate of pay for the commission’s executive director
and other personnel would not be allowed to exceed the maximum rate payable for
a GS-15 position under Section 5332 of Title 5, United States Code, which
establishes the General Schedule of civil service pay rates.  The executive director
and personnel of the commission would be considered federal employees under
several chapters of Title 5, United States Code, for the purposes of leave (Chapter
63); compensation for work injuries (Chapter 81); retirement (Chapters 83 and 84);
unemployment compensation (Chapter 85); life insurance (Chapter 87); health
insurance (Chapter 89); and long-term care insurance (Chapter 90).  Federal
government employees could be detailed to the commission without reimbursement
to the lending agency.
Expedited Congressional Consideration.  The legislation would establish
an expedited procedure for each house to consider the commission’s proposed
legislation (“implementation bill”).15  These provisions (like other expedited
procedures) would operate as procedural rules of each chamber for consideration of
the implementation bill.  Therefore, each house would be able to alter the procedural
rules at any time, pursuant to its constitutional power to change its own rules.  The
CRS-7
16 For a discussion of “sunset” commission proposals, see CRS Report RL31455, Federal
Sunset Proposals: Developments in the 94th to 107th Congresses, by Virginia A. McMurtry.
measure would provide for automatic introduction of the implementation bill in each
chamber and referral to any appropriate committees of jurisdiction.  A committee
would be allowed to report the implementation bill, but without amendment.  If a
committee did not report the implementation bill within 15 calendar days after the
bill’s introduction, the committee would be automatically discharged of further
consideration, and the measure would be placed on the chamber’s appropriate
calendar.  It would then be in order for any Member to move that the respective
house proceed to consider the bill.  All points of order against this motion to proceed
would be waived.  If the motion were defeated, it could be repeated.  Various
potential dilatory motions against this motion to proceed would also be prohibited.
If the chamber chose to consider the implementation bill by adopting the motion to
proceed, consideration of the measure would be “locked in.”  Debate would be
limited to 10 hours, and no amendment to the implementation bill would be in order.
At the conclusion of debate, a vote on final passage would occur automatically.
(This vote could be preceded by a single quorum call, if requested.)  If either house
had already received the implementation bill passed by the other house, the vote on
final passage would occur on the received companion bill.
Other Review Commission Proposals in the 108th Congress
Other review commission bills were introduced in the 108th Congress, in
addition to S. 1668/H.R. 3213.  Detailed analysis of each of these measures is outside
this CRS report’s scope, but provisions of the bills raise many of the same issues as
the CARFA legislation.  These issues may be of interest should Congress wish to
consider review commission legislation in the 109th Congress.  None of these bills
was the subject of hearings or reported from committee.
H.R. 1227 (Representative Kevin Brady), the Abolishment of Obsolete
Agencies and Federal Sunset Act of 2003, would have established a Federal Agency
Sunset Commission to review agencies and provide that agencies be abolished if not
reauthorized by Congress.16  Among other things, the legislation would have
provided for appointment of commission members by the Speaker of the House and
Senate majority leader, public hearings, and opportunities for public comment.
These general topics, regarding a review commission’s membership and
opportunities for participation in the commission’s work, are discussed later in this
CRS report with regard to the CARFA legislation.
H.R. 1632 (Representative Edward R. Royce), the Government Reform Act of
2003, would have established a Government Reform Commission to review federal
agencies and programs and propose a reorganization plan for federal agencies, which
would have received expedited consideration from the President and Congress in a
process that, according to the bill, was modeled on the BRAC commission statute.
The legislation would have provided for appointment of commission members by the
President.  However, in contrast to S. 1668/H.R. 3213, the President would have been
required to consult with both majority and minority leaders in the House and Senate
regarding four commission members, and the President would have been constrained
CRS-8
from appointing more than a certain number of members from the same political
party.  The topics of expedited congressional consideration and commission
membership are, as stated above, discussed in this CRS report with regard to the
CARFA legislation.
H.R. 2153 (Representative Richard Gephardt), the Corporate Subsidy Reform
Commission Act of 2003, would have required federal agencies to identify programs
and laws that the agency head determined were “inequitable federal subsidies,”
established a commission to review the agency head determinations, and required the
commission to submit to the President a report with its findings and
recommendations.  The President would have been required to review this report and
submit to the commission a report indicating whether the President approved or
disapproved the “entire package” of the commission’s recommendations, including,
in the case of disapproval, his reasons.  In the case of disapproval, the commission
would have been required to submit to the President a revised list of
recommendations.  If the President approved the package, the President would have
been required to submit the recommendations to Congress, along with supporting
information, for expedited consideration.  If the President disapproved a revised
package or did not submit to Congress an approval, the act’s provisions would have
been terminated.  The commission’s scope under this legislation would have been
narrower than the CARFA proposal in some respects (e.g., H.R. 2153 included only
some kinds of funding in its scope) but wider in others (e.g., including tax laws, not
just programs and agencies).  Appointments to the commission would have been
made by both the President and leadership of Congress, majority and minority.  This
legislation was in several respects similar to H.R. 2902 and H.R. 3762, described
below.
H.R. 2902 (Representative Adam Smith), the Corporate Subsidy Reform
Commission Act of 2003, would have required federal agencies to identify programs
and laws that the agency head determined were “inequitable federal subsidies”;
established a commission to review the agency head determinations; and required the
commission to submit to Congress its findings and recommendations.  The
commission’s scope under this legislation would have been narrower than the
CARFA proposal in some respects (e.g., H.R. 2902 included only funds that are
provided by the federal government to corporations and other entities, and excluded
funds that “primarily benefit” public health, safety, homeland security, the
environment, or education) but wider in others (e.g., would have included tax
advantages and potentially other non-appropriated benefits for corporations and other
entities).  The legislation also would have provided for appointment of commission
members by congressional leaders and commission meetings open to the public.
Another bill, H.R. 3762 (Representative Adam Smith), the Corporate Subsidy
Reform Commission Act of 2004, was nearly identical to H.R. 2902, but with an
expanded scope of “inequitable federal subsidies” to be reviewed.
H.R. 2903 (Representative Adam Smith), the Program Reform Commission Act
of 2003, would have required federal agencies to identify programs that the agency
head determined were “no longer necessary,” established a commission to review the
agency head determinations, and required the commission to submit to Congress its
findings and recommendations.  Under the legislation, the commission’s scope would
have been extended to “programs” in all agencies of the federal government, arguably
CRS-9
17 For more information on the President’s proposal, see CRS Report RL32812, The Budget
for Fiscal Year 2006, by Philip D. Winters; and CRS Report RS22062, FY2006 Budget
Documents: Internet Access and GPO Availability, by Justin Murray. 
18 U.S. Office of Management and Budget, Budget of the U.S. Government, Fiscal Year
2006, Analytical Perspectives, pp. 15-16, 242.  The President also proposed establishment
of a “Sunset Commission,” which is not within the scope of this report.  Information about
sunset legislation is available in CRS Report RL31455, Federal Sunset Proposals:
Developments in the 94th to 107th Congresses, by Virginia A. McMurtry. 
19 U.S. Office of Management and Budget, Budget of the U.S. Government, Fiscal Year
2006, Analytical Perspectives, p. 15.  The PART and its relationship to the proposed
CARFA legislation are discussed in greater detail later in this report.
20 Ibid. 
including all three branches and other entities, but would have narrowed the scope
to exclude programs that “primarily benefit” public health, safety, homeland security,
the environment, or education.  The measure would have also provided for
commission member appointment and open meetings similar to those in H.R. 2902.
Another bill, H.R. 3761 (Representative Adam Smith), the Program Reform
Commission Act of 2004, was nearly identical to H.R. 2903, but with an expanded
scope of “programs” to be reviewed.
Developments in the 109th Congress
Developments suggest that legislation similar to the CARFA legislation might
be introduced in the 109th Congress.  First, the President’s FY2006 budget proposed
the establishment of “Results Commissions” that appear similar to the CARFA
legislation.  Second, nonbinding language related to the CARFA legislation was, for
the third consecutive year, considered by Congress in versions of the congressional
budget resolution.  
Administration Proposal for “Results Commissions”
On February 7, 2005, President George W. Bush transmitted his FY2006 budget
proposal to Congress.17  As part of that proposal, the Bush Administration said it
would propose, as a “next step” for the “budget and performance integration”
initiative of the PMA, that Congress enact legislation to give the President authority
to recommend the creation of “Results Commissions.”18
In justifying the proposal, the Administration asserted that “[d]ysfunctional
program overlap is why many of the 30 percent of programs [rated by the PART
instrument] are rated either ineffective or unable to demonstrate results.”19  The
Administration also claimed that “overlapping jurisdictions in Congress provide
daunting hurdles to legislative remedies for the poor performance of duplicative
programs.”20  Another reference to the Results Commissions proposal, included in
the Administration’s FY2006 budget, offered this justification:
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22 U.S. Office of Management and Budget, “Agencies Making Progress in Implementing
President’s Management Agenda; FY 2006 Budget Proposals to Build on Improved Federal
Management,” press release, 2005-03, Jan. 26, 2004 [sic; Jan. 26, 2005].  
23 Allison Stevens and David Clarke, “Democrats May Have GOP Ally in Fight Over Bush’s
Proposed Personnel Changes,” CQ.com, Jan. 28, 2005, available at [http://www.cq.com].
24 CRS author’s notes.  Deputy Director for Management Johnson spoke at a “perspectives
on management” seminar, sponsored by the IBM Center for the Business of Government,
Mar. 22, 2005, Washington, DC.  For press coverage, see Jason Miller, “Administration
Pushes Hill for Civil Service Reform,” GCN.com, Mar. 22, 2005, available at
[http://www.gcn.com/vol1_no1/daily-updates/35349-1.html]; Kimberly Palmer, “Bush
Administration Official Downplays Reorganization,” GovExec.com, Mar. 22, 2005,
available at [http://www.govexec.com/dailyfed/0305/032205k1.htm]; and David Perera,
“Johnson Pushes Bureaucratic Change,” FCW.com, Mar. 22, 2005, available at
[http://www.fcw.com/article88377-03-22-05-Web].
25 For more this and the House version of the budget resolution, see CRS Report RL32791,
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The Federal government’s ability to serve the American people is often
hampered by poorly designed programs or uncoordinated, overlapping programs
trying to achieve the same objective.  Overlapping jurisdictions in the Executive
Branch and Congress provide daunting hurdles to legislative remedies to the poor
performance of duplicative programs.  Because the potential for savings and
productivity are great, the Administration ... plans to propose legislation that
gives the President the authority to propose Results Commissions.  These
commissions would consider and revise Administration proposals to improve the
performance of programs or agencies by restructuring or consolidating them.
Congress would approve individual Results Commissions to address single
program or policy areas where duplication and the overlapping jurisdictions of
Executive Branch agencies or Congressional committees hinder reform.
Proposals approved by the commission would then be approved by the President
and considered by Congress under expedited procedures.21
Other than what was published with the President’s budget submission, little
information is publicly available about this proposal, which has not yet been released
or introduced in Congress.  OMB issued a press release on January 26, 2005,
mentioning the Results Commissions proposal,22 and OMB’s Deputy Director for
Management Clay Johnson III reportedly spoke with the media about the proposal at
that time.  Subsequently, a press report indicated that the proposed Results
Commission “would function much like the military Base Realignment and Closure
program.”23  On March 22, 2005, Deputy Director for Management Johnson said the
Administration would submit the Results Commission legislation to Congress in the
next few months.24  He went further to say that Senator Sam Brownback had
sponsored similar legislation in the previous Congress, alluding to Senator
Brownback’s CARFA legislation.
FY2006 Congressional Budget Resolution
For the third consecutive year, the CARFA proposal was cited in the context of
congressional consideration of the budget resolution, in this case, for FY2006.25
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Congressional Budget Actions in 2005, by Bill Heniff Jr.
26 Opening Statement of Sen. George Voinovich, Senate Subcommittee Hearing on CARFA,
pp. 1-2.
S.Con.Res. 18 was agreed to by the Senate on March 17, 2005, by a vote of 51-49.
Section 502 of the measure contained sense of the Senate provisions very similar to
the language that was included in the FY2004 budget resolution, albeit with changed
word ordering and deletion of the word “domestic” when specifying the agencies that
would be subject to such a review. At Senate passage, the section read as follows:
It is the sense of the Senate that a commission should be established to
review Federal agencies, and programs within such agencies, with the express
purpose of providing Congress with recommendations, and legislation to
implement those recommendations, to realign or eliminate Government agencies
and programs that are wasteful, duplicative, inefficient, outdated, irrelevant, or
have failed to accomplish their intended purpose.
Perspectives on CARFA from the 108th Congress:
Senate Hearing on Proposed CARFA Act (S. 1668)
A number of potential issues, advantages, and disadvantages regarding the
proposed CARFA Act were highlighted during the hearing for S. 1668 in Senate
subcommittee in the 108th Congress.  No hearings on the companion House bill were
held.
Opening Statement
On May 6, 2004, the Subcommittee on Oversight of Government Management,
the Federal Workforce, and the District of Columbia (Senate Committee on
Governmental Affairs), convened a hearing on S. 1668.  In his opening statement,
Chairman George Voinovich said: 
[The CARFA Act] focuses our attention on an important question facing
Congress as we attempt to allocate scarce Federal resources.  How do we identify
and reform or eliminate wasteful, ineffective, and outdated government
programs?...
The biggest problem we must overcome in this effort is that almost every
program in the Federal Government, no matter how ineffective or spendthrift, has
its own core of supporters....  It would be wishful thinking, at best, to believe we
can restructure or shut down large numbers of programs across multiple Federal
agencies without provoking a firestorm of opposition.  Nevertheless, that task
must be undertaken if we are to have any hope of providing taxpayers the most
effective and efficient government possible.  That is the goal of the legislation
before us today.26
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27 The cited GAO analysis can be found in U.S. General Accounting Office, Major
Management Challenges and Program Risks: A Governmentwide Perspective, GAO/OCG-
99-1, Jan. 1999, pp. 13-14.  A subsequent listing of GAO’s overall analysis is available in
U.S. General Accounting Office, Managing for Results: Barriers to Interagency
Coordination, GAO/GGD-00-106, Mar. 2000, p. 5.  In the later analysis, GAO labeled the
areas only  as potential areas of fragmentation and overlap.  The General Accounting Office
was renamed the Government Accountability Office with enactment of the GAO Human
Capital Reform Act of 2004, P.L. 108-271, on July 7, 2004.  This report will use the
previous name when citing sources published under that name.  
28 For the report card, see [http://brownback.senate.gov/OriginalDocs/fedgovtreportcard.
pdf].  For more on the PART, see CRS Report RL32663, The Bush Administration’s
Program Assessment Rating Tool (PART).
29 Prepared statement of Sen. Brownback, Senate Subcommittee Hearing on CARFA, pp.
27-30.  In a lecture published earlier by the Heritage Foundation, Sen. Brownback stated that
“... [t]he types of program to be reviewed would include (among many others) the National
Endowment for the Arts (NEA), and the National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH),
and the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA).  Programs excluded from
the commission’s review include the DOD and entitlement (or mandatory spending)
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Senator Voinovich also cited work done by the General Accounting Office (GAO),
which identified “areas of overlap and fragmentation” among federal agencies and
programs.27
Sponsor Testimony
In a prepared statement, Senator Brownback outlined the CARFA proposal,
saying that “once a program comes into existence, experience tells us that the
program is here to stay — whether it is successful, unsuccessful, or outdated.”
Senator Brownback also displayed FY2004 and FY2005 scores from the Bush
Administration’s PART in a “report card” for federal agencies,28 and said that
“examples of government programs that have failed to address effectively the
problem they targeted abound.”  Furthermore, Senator Brownback’s prepared
statement argued that to 
address the problem of eliminating well-intended, though ineffective or outdated
government programs ... we must learn from both our past failures and successes.
...  I believe we have had one process that has been successful in the realm of
program-elimination and prioritization of spending — the Base Realignment and
Closure Commission (BRAC) ... with the BRAC commission submitting its
recommendations to Congress for the realignment and closure of military bases,
[and] the Congress taking an up-or-down vote to accept or reject the plan as a
whole....  [W]ith this in mind, I specifically modeled the [CARFA Act] after
BRAC....
Whereas the BRAC Commission examined military bases and the
Department of Defense (DOD), CARFA would review federal agencies, and
programs within agencies.  The scope of this commission would be directed
toward non-DOD discretionary agencies and programs ... roughly, a modest
quarter of federal spending.  I see this as a reasonable first step.  If CARFA is
successful, future Congresses may choose to authorize new rounds, as there have
been multiple rounds of BRAC.29
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programs such as Social Security, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), the
Federal Direct Student Loan Program, and Medicaid Grants to States.”  Sen. Brownback
also indicated that “the Senate Leadership has indicated support of the CARFA Act.”  (Sen.
Sam Brownback, “A Strategy to Eliminate Wasteful Federal Spending,” Heritage Lectures,
no. 806 (Washington: Heritage Foundation, Oct. 28, 2003), pp. 2-3, available at
[http://www.heritage.org/Research/Budget/HL806.cfm]).
30 Prepared statement of Sen. Brownback, Senate Subcommittee Hearing on CARFA, p. 31.
31 See [http://www.house.gov/tiahrt/communications/capitol_update/2004/03-12-2004.htm].
32 Prepared statement of OMB Deputy Director for Management Clay Johnson III, Senate
Subcommittee Hearing on CARFA, p. 35.
Senator Brownback’s prepared statement also addressed what he said were two
potential concerns.
Some have raised concerns that CARFA would amount to the Congress
delegating its authority.  I answer this concern by noting that CARFA is an
appropriate exercise of Congressional oversight and authority.  Nothing
substantive happens unless the Congress passes the Commission’s proposed
legislation.
Others have concerns over the expedited process for CARFA, because
amendments at either the committee level or on the Floor are not in order.  I
answer this concern by noting that the only chance we have for successfully
eliminating government waste through CARFA is a straight up-or-down vote.
BRAC was successful because members had to vote on the whole package.... In
the case of CARFA, if members could offer amendments to exempt specific
programs or agencies, CARFA will not be successful.30
Echoing some of the same themes earlier in the year, the CARFA legislation’s House
sponsor, Representative Tiahrt, had offered the following observations in a “U.S.
Capitol Update” dated March 12, 2004, on his website:
Many members of Congress have recognized the need for an independent body
with the appropriate resources to review the federal bureaucracy and identify
programs that are duplicative, ineffective or inefficient. By giving Congress an
up-or-down vote on a single package, it will eliminate a great deal of the political
wrangling that usually accompanies cutting a government program. Frankly, it
also recognizes the fact that members of Congress simply do not have the time
or resources to delve into the details of the federal government and provide the
type of accountability we would prefer.31
OMB Testimony
OMB’s deputy director for management, Clay Johnson III, expressed support
at the hearing for both Congress and the executive branch systematically to assess
“program performance and cost” as well as to “[work] with [Congress] to craft a
sensible approach to ensure that a focus on results becomes a habit ... and
irreversible.”32  Deputy Director Johnson also stated that “[r]equiring by statute that
program performance and cost be systematically assessed would help accomplish
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33 Ibid.  In a previous House hearing, OMB Deputy Director for Management Johnson
expressed support for legislative efforts that would require performance reviews of federal
programs.  For media coverage of the hearing, see Amelia Gruber, “OMB Deputy Supports
Performance Reviews for Federal Programs,” GovExec.com, Feb. 11, 2004, available at
[http://www.govexec.com/dailyfed/0204/021104a1.htm].  See also U.S. Congress, House
Committee on Government Reform, Subcommittee on Government Efficiency and Financial
Management, The President’s Management Agenda — Are Agencies Getting to Green?,
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p. 12.  Later in the 108th Congress, Reps. Todd Platts and Tom Davis introduced H.R. 3826,
the Program Assessment and Results (PAR) Act, which was reported favorably, as amended,
with a report and minority views, by the House Committee on Government Reform on Oct.
8, 2004.  The measure would have created a statutory process resembling the PART.  A
companion Senate bill (S. 2898) was introduced on Oct. 5, 2004, by Sen. Peter Fitzgerald.
Similar legislation was introduced in the 109th Congress.  For discussion of the history
behind this proposal and current developments, see CRS Report RL32671, Federal Program
Performance Review: Some Recent Developments, by Virginia A. McMurtry.
34 Testimony of OMB Deputy Director for Management Clay Johnson III, in Senate
Subcommittee Hearing on CARFA, p. 9.
35 Ibid., pp. 9, 13.  See also Amelia Gruber, “OMB Backs Congressional Effort to Review
Programs,” GovExec.com, May 7, 2004, available at [http://www.govexec.com/dailyfed/
0504/050704a1.htm].
36 Testimony of OMB Deputy Director for Management Clay Johnson III, in Senate
Subcommittee Hearing on CARFA, p. 13.  As noted in CRS Report RL32663, The Bush
Administration’s Program Assessment Rating Tool (PART), some stakeholders and
observers have disagreed about whether or not the PART stands the test of scrutiny.  The
Administration has said the PART is objective and non-ideological in evaluating programs,
but other observers have said the PART is subjective, invalid, or may have been used for
political purposes.  OMB published PART scores and analysis in the President’s proposed
budgets for FY2004, FY2005, and FY2006. 
this.”33  However, in representing the Administration, he did not explicitly endorse
the bill or the idea of a commission.  During the Senate hearing, Deputy Director
Johnson said the Bush Administration was willing to establish a “formal partnership”
with Members of Congress who are interested in evaluating and streamlining
programs.34 He also testified that the Bush Administration supported expedited
congressional consideration of proposals to realign or eliminate certain programs, and
that the proposed CARFA should “rely on PART information [and] rely on
evaluations from the Executive Branch, from OMB or the agencies” when
recommending programs for realignment or elimination.  In addition, if the
commission wished, it could “challenge some of [the PART] assessments ... and add
fresh perspective to it.”35  In that context, Senator Voinovich spoke about a need to
use nonbiased criteria in formulating the commission recommendations.  Deputy
Director Johnson added that OMB has made PART scores and analysis publicly
available, because “[t]hese evaluations have to be able to stand the test of public
scrutiny.”36
Citizens for a Sound Economy Testimony
Former House Majority Leader Richard K. Armey, co-chairman of Citizens for
a Sound Economy (which subsequently merged with Empower America to form
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has “a legal structure that includes a 501c(3) [organization, under the Internal Revenue
Code], a 501c(4), a 527, a federal [political action committee (PAC)], and various state
PACs,” and works for “lower taxes, less government, and more economic freedom.” For
more on 501(c)(3) organizations, see CRS Report RS21892, Application Process for Seeking
501(c)(3) Tax-Exempt Status, by Erika Lunder.  
38 Prepared statement of Richard K. Armey, Senate Subcommittee Hearing on CARFA, p.
52.
39 The cited report is U.S. General Accounting Office, Major Management Challenges and
Program Risks: A Governmentwide Perspective, GAO-03-95, Jan. 2003, p. 8.  GAO’s report
went on to state that “[s]uch a reassessment must include both mandatory and discretionary
spending and tax preferences, ... [and that] ... any reassessment of federal missions and
strategies should include an examination of the entire set of tools that the federal
government can use to address national objectives [including] direct spending, loans and
loan guarantees, tax expenditures, and regulations” (pp. 8-9). 
40 Prepared statement of Richard K. Armey, Senate Subcommittee Hearing on CARFA, p.
52.  Mr. Armey has sometimes been referred to as “father” of BRAC in acknowledgment
of his principal authorship of the base closure statute.
41 Testimony of Richard K. Armey, in Senate Subcommittee Hearing on CARFA, pp. 17-18.
FreedomWorks), testified in favor of the proposed CARFA Act at the Senate
hearing.37  Mr. Armey stated, “Washington has a spending problem,” and “[the
CARFA Act] aims to find federal waste in a systematic fashion, guided by a clear and
uncontroversial set of principles, and eliminate it.”  He also suggested that the
CARFA proposal could be broadened to include all discretionary spending.38  Mr.
Armey cited a GAO report that, in view of several trends, concluded, “a fundamental
review is needed to ensure relevant and sustainable government programs.”39  In
addition, Mr. Armey compared the proposed CARFA Act favorably with BRAC.
CARFA, like BRAC, would take parochial politics out of the budget process and
make members decide in an up or down vote whether they wanted to realign and
streamline the use of taxpayer’s dollars going to duplicative, wasteful or
irrelevant agencies.  In effect, you would ask members of Congress to take a
clear up or down vote on waste primarily benefitting other districts, effectively
turning the politics of pork upside down.40
Mr. Armey also testified about insulating the commission’s work from politics.
For the [BRAC-like] process to work, then, you must have professional
information, professional data, and serious hard-working members of the
commission that will not allow politics to impinge on their thinking.  And
Congress needs the assurance that it will not be political.... [T]he most important
thing you must have [in this legislation] is insulation from politics so that the
members will not be concerned about having political reprisals taken against
them, the need of a professional criteria and professional judgment by a serious
hard-working commission that commands the respect of the members.41
Progressive Policy Institute Testimony
The hearing’s final witness, Paul Weinstein Jr. of the Progressive Policy
Institute (PPI), testified that “[t]he executive branch needs a top-to-bottom overhaul”
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43 Mr. Weinstein cited the Defense Base Closure and Realignment Act of 1990 (P.L. 101-
510; 104 Stat. 1808) as his model.  That legislation stated that the President “should consult”
with the Speaker of the House of Representatives concerning the appointment of two
members, the majority leader of the Senate concerning two members, and each of the
minority leaders of the House of Representatives and the Senate, respectively, regarding one
member (for a total of six consultations).  The BRAC framework did not explicitly require
that the commission be composed of equal numbers of Democrats and Republicans, but did
require Senate confirmation of all members.
and that “[PPI] has long advocated creating a commission to reinvent government
and eliminate corporate welfare.”42  Furthermore, Mr. Weinstein stated:
Our organization has long believed that the best way to achieve comprehensive
reform of the executive branch is to combine the commission function with a
mechanism to require Congress to vote on its recommendations.  Senator
Brownback’s CARFA legislation would provide for this type of commission....
However, I believe ... S. 1668 needs to be modified in several key aspects.
Mr. Weinstein outlined four themes for modifying the legislation.  First, under the
heading “Bipartisanship,” he argued that the CARFA Act should follow the BRAC
model more closely by requiring the members to be appointed by the President by
and with the advice and consent of the Senate and composed of equal numbers of
Republicans and Democrats.43  Second, under the heading “Expanded Scope,” Mr.
Weinstein recommended including all executive branch agencies, programs, and
“targeted tax incentives” in the commission’s scope of review.  Third, under the
heading “Multiple Rounds,” he recommended that the commission be allowed to
submit more than one round of recommendations, in order to provide the proposed
CARFA with “needed flexibility” in the face of complicated work, and to build
public support and increase the likelihood of success.  Fourth and finally, under the
headline “Additional Criteria,” Mr. Weinstein recommended including additional
criteria for the commission to consider (in addition to the bill’s “duplicative,”
“wasteful or inefficient,” and “outdated, irrelevant, or failed” standards).  These
criteria would include restructuring agencies into mission-focused departments,
simplifying programmatic regulations, eliminating corporate subsidies “that do not
serve the public interest,” and a direction to the commission to make no
recommendations that “it believes might negatively impact the health, safety, and
security of the American people.” 
Potential Issues for Congress
With the foregoing context in mind, several issues and options may be of
interest to Congress if the CARFA legislation receives consideration during the 109th
Congress, or if Congress wishes to consider alternative approaches to reviewing
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Virginia A. McMurtry. 
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RL31446, Reorganizing the Executive Branch in the 20th Century: Landmark Commissions.
46 P.L. 101-510, 104 Stat. 1808.  For more about the BRAC commissions, see CRS Report
97-305, Military Base Closures: A Historical Review from 1988 to 1995, by David E.
Lockwood and George Siehl.  President Ronald Reagan’s Grace Commission, formally
known as the Private Sector Survey on Cost Control, was another prominent review
commission.  However, it was not created by statute and involved Congress less than many
statutorily created commissions.  For more information, see CRS Report RL31446,
Reorganizing the Executive Branch in the 20th Century: Landmark Commissions.
executive branch operations and making improvements.  For ease of presentation,
these items are grouped into three sections:
! potential issues regarding a review commission;
! potential success factors for a commission; and 
! potential alternatives or complements to a review commission. 
Potential Issues Regarding a Review Commission
Congress and the President have a variety of policy and procedural tools that can
help them assess government operations, organization, and performance.  One such
tool that has been used occasionally by Congress has been the statutorily created
review commission.  During the 20th century, Congress and the President established
a number of review commissions that were intended to promote improved efficiency,
effectiveness, and accountability in the executive branch.  With varying emphases,
these commissions typically reviewed executive branch organization, operations, and
management, as well as associated public policies.  A detailed assessment of each of
these efforts is beyond the scope of this report.44  However, characteristics of past
review commissions can highlight potential points of contrast with the CARFA
legislation or other review commission proposals.  In particular, this CRS report
often highlights some of the characteristics of two commissions — the Hoover
Commission (which operated from 1947 to 1949)45 and the BRAC commissions
established under P.L. 101-510 (1991 to 1995).46
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Congress has many options to weigh if it chooses to consider a commission
proposal instead of, or along with, other alternatives.  (Three alternatives or
complements are discussed later in this report.)  The following subsections of this
report analyze six types of issues that Congress might consider in the context of a
commission.  As noted earlier, they are:
! the commission’s membership;
! the scope of the commission’s review and recommendations;
! definitions of key terms;
! standards and criteria for decision making;
! expedited congressional consideration of the commission’s
recommendations; and
! transparency and participation.
Each subsection cites some of the potential implications, advantages, and
disadvantages that might accompany a number of choices that Congress could make,
using the CARFA legislation’s provisions as a point of comparison.
Commission Membership.  When considering the advantages and
disadvantages of a review commission proposal, several topics relating to the
commission’s membership may be of interest to Members of Congress and
stakeholders.  For the CARFA legislation, these include how the membership is to
be determined, coverage of the Federal Advisory Committee Act, and coverage of
conflict of interest laws. In addition, the breakdown of a CARFA commission’s
membership between federal and non-federal members would have significant
implications for the coverage of these laws and the commission’s operations.
Appointment and Removal.  One of the key parameters of a statutorily
created commission is how its membership is to be determined.  Under the CARFA
legislation, all 12 commission members would be appointed by the President, thus
giving the President considerable influence over the commission’s views, activities,
and recommendations.  Proponents might view this arrangement as giving a President
necessary flexibility to exert influence over the commission’s views, while ensuring
Congress would still be able to reject the commission’s recommendations.  Critics,
however, might see this provision as giving too much legislative power to a
President, especially given the legislation’s provisions for expedited congressional
consideration (including a prohibition on Senate filibusters)47 and the legislation’s
potential policy implications for a large set of federal agencies and programs.
Another potential issue relates to the President’s removal power.  If the President is
given statutory authority to appoint someone to a particular statutorily created office,
the appointee holds that office at the pleasure of the President (even for a specified
term of years) unless the statute expressly limits the President’s removal power, or
the nature of the duties given the officeholder is solely adjudicatory.  Therefore,
unless “for cause” removal protection were added for CARFA members, the
President could remove members at will from the commission and appoint new
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49 See CRS Report RL30360, Filibusters and Cloture in the Senate, by Richard S. Beth and
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members.48  Furthermore, if the presidency changed hands during the life of the
CARFA, the new President could remove the commission’s members and replace
them with appointees of his or her own.  This removal power could make the
commission’s membership, activities, and recommendations responsive to the needs
of the President, but, on the other hand, could disrupt the commission’s activities and
be seen as undermining its independence.
Other prominent review commissions — for example, the Hoover Commission
and the BRAC commissions established under P.L. 101-510 — called for alternative
means of determining commissions’ memberships.  The Hoover Commission’s
statute, for example, required equal numbers of Democrats and Republicans and
“hybrid” appointment by both the President and Members of Congress.  For some
observers, the Hoover Commission framework might be seen as advantageous,
because it could be viewed as more bipartisan.  Under that framework, however,
congressionally appointed commission members are appointed by majority Members
of each chamber, potentially without any involvement of minority Members.  On the
other hand, critics might argue that a membership selected by both majority party and
minority party Members could prevent the commission from coming to consensus or
generating an integrated or consistent package of recommendations.  The BRAC
commission approach to appointments, by contrast, requires Senate confirmation of
the President’s appointments as well as consultations with majority and minority
leadership in the House and Senate.  Supporters of the BRAC approach might argue
that the approach lessens the appearance and likelihood of politicization of the
commission’s recommendations by giving Senators some ability to influence the
President’s nominations (or else the President might risk subsequent filibusters of the
nominations),49 and holds the President’s legislative power in check.  Opponents of
this approach might maintain that it constrains the ability of the President to appoint
nominees flexibly and, indirectly through these nominees, constrains the President’s
ability under a CARFA Act to recommend his preferred policies to Congress.
FACA.  The CARFA legislation is silent on whether the commission would be
considered an “advisory committee” that is covered by the Federal Advisory
Committee Act (FACA; 5 U.S.C. Appendix 2; 86 Stat. 700).50  If the legislation were
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at 2412), which stated that FACA shall not apply to the 9/11 Commission. For discussion
of FACA, see CRS Report RL30260, Federal Advisory Committees: A Primer, by Stephanie
Smith, and CRS Report RL30795, General Management Laws: A Compendium, entry for
“Federal Advisory Committee Act” in section I.G. of the report, also by Stephanie Smith.
51 Sec. 3 of FACA.  For discussion, see Administrative Conference of the United States,
Federal Administrative Procedure Sourcebook, 2nd ed. (Washington: GPO, 1992), pp. 571-
575; Harry A. Hammitt, David L. Sobel, and Mark S. Zaid, eds., Litigation Under the
Federal Open Government Laws 2002 (Washington: EPIC Publications, 2002), p. 362; and
Jeffrey S. Lubbers, A Guide to Federal Agency Rulemaking, 3rd ed. (Chicago: American Bar
Association, 1998), pp. 125-127. If the CARFA were composed wholly of full-time federal
officers and employees, however, FACA would not cover the proposed commission.
52 This provision’s inclusion of the President as a recipient of the commission’s
recommendations appears to be a matter of comity between the branches, because the
legislation appears designed to provide information for congressional consideration and does
not task the President with any formal role in considering the commission’s
recommendations.  That said, the legislation also does not prohibit the President’s
involvement in formulating, influencing, or acting upon the commission’s recommendations,
either directly by influencing commission members or indirectly through the President’s
appointment and removal powers.
enacted, the issue of FACA coverage might have implications regarding the
commission’s membership, because FACA requires that an advisory committee’s
membership be “fairly balanced in terms of points of view represented” (Section 5(b)
of FACA).  FACA defines a covered “advisory committee” to include any committee
or similar group that is (1) established by statute or organization plan, (2) established
or utilized in the interest of obtaining advice or recommendations for the President
or one or more federal agencies, and (3) not composed wholly of full-time federal
officers or employees.51  Because the commission would submit its recommendations
primarily to Congress (see Section 3(b) of S. 1668), not to the President or an agency,
it appears a CARFA might not fall within FACA’s definition of “advisory
committee” and therefore might not be covered by FACA.  However, Section 3(f) of
the legislation calls for a “report,” containing the commission’s plan (with
recommendations) and proposed legislation, to be submitted to both the President
and Congress.52  Therefore, unless a court were to address this question, it is not clear
whether the commission would be covered by FACA.  Some observers might prefer
that a CARFA, if established, not be covered by FACA, in order to allow the
President to appoint members without the statutory obligation to appoint a
commission that is “fairly balanced” and therefore give him flexibility to appoint
members with the views, skills, and backgrounds he wishes.  However, other
observers might criticize this approach as one too easy to politicize and instead prefer
that FACA cover the commission, in order to help ensure that a balance of views is
present during the commission’s work.
Conflict of Interest Laws and Regulations.  If the CARFA Act is
reintroduced, conflict of interest matters might also be of concern to some observers.
In general, certain government officials in the executive and legislative branches
must comply with conflict of interest laws and regulations (18 U.S.C. §§ 202-209;
5 C.F.R. § 2635) relating to financial disclosure, disqualification (recusal), and
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Conflicts of Interest with Previous Employments and Affiliations, by Jack Maskell.  For
example, members of the 9/11 Commission were subject to financial disclosure
requirements. 
54 For more information, see U.S. Office of Government Ethics, “Members of Federal
Advisory Committees and the Conflict-of-Interest Statutes,” Memorandum from J. Jackson
Walter, Director, to Heads of Departments and Agencies of the Executive Branch, Advisory
Opinion 82 x 22, July 9, 1982, available at [http://www.usoge.gov/pages/advisory_opinions/
1982opinions.html]; and U.S. Office of Government Ethics, “SGEs and Representatives on
Federal Advisory Committees,” Memorandum from Marilyn L. Glynn, Acting Director, to
Designated Agency Ethics Officials, DO-04-022, July 19, 2004, available at [http://
www.usoge.gov/pages/daeograms/2004daeolist.html].
55 Executive Order 12369, “President’s Private Sector Survey on Cost Control in the Federal
Government,” 3 C.F.R. 1983 Comp., pp. 190-192. 
56 CRS Report RL31446, Reorganizing the Executive Branch in the 20th Century, pp. 84-85.
57 For example, see David Burnham, “Questions Rising Over U.S. Study and Role of
Company Executives,” New York Times, Sept. 28, 1982, p. A1.  See also U.S. Congress,
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divestiture.53  The CARFA legislation is silent with regard to the commission’s
location in the executive or legislative branches.  The legislation also does not say
directly whether non-federal CARFA members (i.e., those who are not officers or
employees of the federal government) would nevertheless be considered officers or
employees of the federal government for purposes of conflict of interest laws.  Even
so, based on the legislation’s provisions, it appears that non-federal commission
members would not be considered officers or employees of the federal government
for purposes of conflicts of interest.  Non-federal members of the commission would
not be compensated, Section 5(a) of the legislation makes explicit reference to some
CARFA members potentially not being officers or employees of the federal
government, and Section 5(c)(3)(B) states that commission members would not be
federal employees under several provisions of Title 5, U.S. Code.  It appears these
members would therefore not be subject to any federal conflict of interest laws or
regulations.  However, if CARFA were deemed an advisory committee under FACA,
or if commission members were deemed federal employees or “special government
employees” (SGEs), then the conflict of interest provisions would probably apply.54
Even if the conflict of interest laws and regulations were deemed to not apply
to non-federal commission members, some observers might still raise conflict of
interest concerns.  Previously, for example, President Ronald Reagan’s Private Sector
Survey on Cost Control (popularly known as the Grace Commission) was established
by executive order on June 30, 1982, as an advisory committee under FACA.55  The
commission’s activities were sometimes controversial.  The commission was funded
and staffed by the private sector, with 161 presidentially appointed members of an
executive committee (mostly chief executive officers of corporations) and
approximately 2,000 staff over the commission’s life, who were loaned from their
companies and organizations.56  Some Members of Congress and the public
expressed concerns about potential conflicts of interest, because some members of
the commission were assigned to review agencies that, in turn, regulated the
members’ companies.57  Similar concerns might again be voiced if a CARFA were
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Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs, Oversight of the Implementation of the Grace
Commission Report, hearing, 99th Cong., 1st sess., May 9, 1985, S.Hrg. 99-159 (Washington:
GPO, 1995), pp. 81-82.  More recently, President George W. Bush’s first nominee for
chairman of the 9/11 Commission, former Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger, resigned
from the 9/11 Commission after the Senate Ethics Committee said in a letter that the
commission’s members must file financial disclosure reports.  For press coverage, see Dan
Eggen, “Kissinger Quits Post As Head of 9/11 Panel; Withdrawal a Setback for White
House,” Washington Post, Dec. 14, 2002, p. A1.  For the Senate Ethics Committee letter,
see [http://ethics.senate.gov/downloads/pdffiles/wh121202.pdf].  According to the press
report, a senior Bush White House official said that “onerous disclosure demands by
Congress provide a ‘disincentive for good people to serve in government.’”
established, because the President could appoint commission members with financial,
political, or other interests in making certain recommendations for Congress’s
expedited consideration.
Implications of Composition of Federal and Non-Federal Members.
If the CARFA legislation were reintroduced and enacted, the composition of
commission members between federal and non-federal individuals would have
significant implications for the coverage of FACA and conflict of interest laws and,
possibly, for perceptions of the commission’s recommendations.  Following from the
preceding analysis, three scenarios present themselves:
! If all CARFA members were federal (i.e., officers or employees of
the federal government), FACA would not cover the commission,
but commission members would be subject to conflict of interest
statutes and regulations.
! If all CARFA members were non-federal, FACA might or might not
cover the commission, and it appears the commissioners would not
be subject to conflict of interest laws and regulations.
! If a CARFA commission’s membership were mixed between federal
and non-federal members, FACA might or might not cover the
commission, and some members would be subject to conflict of
interest laws, while others apparently would not.
Each of the three scenarios would have implications for the operations of the
commission and also, perhaps, for how the commission’s recommendations might
be perceived by Congress and the public.  However, the specific perceptions would
likely differ depending on a particular observer’s views about FACA, the conflict of
interest laws, other provisions of the CARFA legsilation (including its scope and
provisions for expedited congressional consideration), and potential alternative
approaches to the questions a review commission had been charged to help address.
Scope of Commission Review and Recommendations.  Previous
review commissions have had varied scope, ranging from narrow (e.g., for the BRAC
commissions, closure and realignment of military installations) to broad (e.g., for the
Hoover Commission, operations, organization, and policy of the entire executive
branch).  If the CARFA legislation were reintroduced and enacted, the scope would
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Fiscal Year 2006, Historical Tables (Washington: GPO, 2005), pp. 125-127.  OMB
subsequently corrected constant dollar amounts in the PDF version of this volume, available
at [http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/budget/fy2006/pdf/hist.pdf].  For figures from the
Congressional Budget Office, see U.S. Congressional Budget Office, Budget and Economic
Outlook: Fiscal Years 2006-2015, Jan. 2005, Appendix F, p. 140. For a discussion of non-
defense discretionary spending in the context of the federal government’s budget deficit, see
CRS Report RS21756, The Option of Freezing Non-defense Discretionary Spending to
Reduce the Budget Deficit, by Gregg Esenwein and Philip D. Winters.
59 Prepared statement of Sen. Brownback, Senate Subcommittee Hearing on CARFA, p. 30.
The legislation presumably would allow the commission to consider eliminating or
realigning agencies and programs in areas concerning homeland security and (non-DOD)
intelligence agencies, which have been subjects of extensive legislative action in recent
years.
60 Prepared statement of Paul Weinstein Jr., ibid., p. 55.
61 Tax expenditures are generally defined as revenue losses (reductions in tax liabilities)
from preferential provisions in tax laws.  For an overview of the federal tax systems and
concepts including tax expenditures, see CRS Report RL32808, Overview of the Federal
Tax System, by David L. Brumbaugh, Gregg A. Esenwein, and Jane G. Gravelle.  For
analysis of federal tax expenditures, see U.S. Congress, Senate Committee on the Budget,
Tax Expenditures: Compendium of Background Material on Individual Provisions,
committee print, 108th Cong., 2nd sess., S.Prt. 108-54 (Washington: GPO, 2004).  GAO has
supported increased scrutiny for federal tax expenditures.  See U.S. General Accounting
Office, Tax Policy: Tax Expenditures Deserve More Scrutiny, GAO/GGD/AIMD-94-122,
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be executive branch agencies and programs, excluding DOD, entitlement programs,
and agencies that solely administer entitlement programs.  
The CARFA-covered programs are typically referred to as “non-defense
discretionary” programs.  In FY2003, they constituted 19.5% of total federal outlays,
or $420.5 billion ($391.1 billion in inflation-adjusted, FY2000 dollars).58  The
corresponding actual figures for FY2004 were 19.3% of total federal outlays, or
$441.4 billion ($401.3 billion in FY2000 dollars); and estimates for FY2005 were
18.8% of total federal outlays, or $466.4 billion ($412.2 billion in FY2000 dollars).
According to the President’s FY2006 budget proposal, non-defense discretionary
funding was estimated to decline to 15.5% of total outlays by FY2010, or $469.5
billion ($363.9 billion in FY2000 dollars, an 11.7% cut in funding compared to the
FY2005 level).  According to Senate hearing testimony, the proposed CARFA Act’s
scope was explicitly worded to address non-defense discretionary agencies and
programs “as a reasonable first step.”59  Were an eventual CARFA deemed successful
by Congress, Senator Brownback suggested future rounds could be authorized.
Potential advantages of an incremental approach — e.g., beginning with non-
defense discretionary programs — might be to make a commission’s workload more
manageable and to build the framework’s credibility for potential future “rounds,”
as with the BRAC commissions.  However, some testimony on the CARFA
legislation suggested that the legislation’s scope be expanded to include all executive
branch agencies and programs, as well as “targeted tax incentives,”60 which are often




62 For a breakout of tax expenditures by “budget function” and compared in size with federal
outlays in the same functional areas, see CRS Report RS21710, Tax Expenditures Compared
with Outlays by Budget Function: Fact Sheet, by Nonna A. Noto.  In the context of
budgetary accounting, the term function refers to categories of federal spending, organized
according to the purpose or mission of government (e.g., income security, energy, and
international affairs).  The Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974
established the first statutory foundation for budget function classifications (see 2 U.S.C.
§ 632(a)(4) and 31 U.S.C. § 1104(c)).  For background on budget function classifications,
see CRS Report 98-280, Functional Categories of the Federal Budget, by Bill Heniff Jr.;
U.S. General Accounting Office, Budget Function Classifications: Origins, Trends, and
Implications for Current Uses, GAO/AIMD-98-67, Feb. 1998; and U.S. General Accounting
Office, Federal Budget: Agency Obligations by Budget Function and Object Classification
for Fiscal Year 2003, GAO-04-834, June 2004.
comparison with direct federal outlays, tax expenditures totaled nearly 51% of federal
outlays in FY2002.62  A potential advantage of broadening the scope to all agencies
and tax expenditures might be to assess public policies from a more holistic
perspective — regardless of whether policies are associated with annual versus
permanent appropriations, or direct federal outlays versus tax expenditures —
because diverse agencies and policy tools might be targeted at the same or similar
public policy problems.  In addition, some observers might argue that broadening the
commission’s scope to include all agencies and tax expenditures would be necessary
to avoid the appearance of partisanship.
Other options regarding a review commission’s scope might be of interest to
Congress.  For example, if Congress wished to consider the legislation’s scope, other
policy tools like loans, loan guarantees, tax laws, and regulations could also be
explicitly included under the legislation’s definition of program, which, as
introduced, was defined as “any activity or function of an agency” (Section 3(a)(3)).
It is not clear that this definition of program would necessarily include these and
other policy instruments in the commission’s scope.  Moreover, Section 3(d) of the
legislation contains provisions related to program assessments that are arguably
similar in structure and content to the Administration’s PART, an instrument that is
focused on evaluating the use of appropriated funds.  Thus, to the extent that the
PART is seen as an essential or complementary tool for the CARFA, and possibly as
the “systematic method for assessing the effectiveness and accountability of agency
programs” that is required by the legislation’s Section 3(d), a CARFA might tend to
concentrate on appropriated funds to the exclusion of other policy tools.
Definitions of Key Terms.  The CARFA legislation uses a number of special
terms when specifying the commission’s duties, specifically, when requiring the
commission to recommend realignment or elimination for agencies and programs
that are deemed to be duplicative, wasteful, inefficient, outdated, irrelevant, or failed.
If the proposal were enacted, its implementation and ramifications would likely turn
on these definitions.  Some of these terms are defined by the CARFA legislation to
varying extents, and others are not defined.  If the legislation were reintroduced and
enacted as it appeared in the 108th Congress, the commission’s members and staff
would arguably need to define further and operationalize some of the terms.
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of the report, by Genevieve J. Knezo.  A proposal for amending GPRA was reported
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Alternatively, during the course of any consideration of the legislation, Congress
might elect to include more detailed definitions in the legislation or establish a
legislative history demonstrating congressional intent.  Each approach might bring
advantages and disadvantages.  For example, defining the terms later would
obviously grant significant flexibility and discretion to the commission and allow
commission members to modify the definitions as they proceed with the
commission’s work.  However, this discretion could also potentially open up the
commission’s actions to charges of bias in the absence of clear or consensus
definitions.  In view of these tensions, definitions of key terms might be of interest
to Congress in consideration of the CARFA Act, if it were reintroduced.
Program.  The CARFA legislation defines program as “any activity or
function of an agency.”63  The term activity is not defined in the legislation, but
according to Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, is defined as “a pursuit in
which a person is active” or “an organizational unit for performing a specific
function; also: its function or duties.”64  Thus, an activity can be what a person or an
organization does or, alternatively, a distinct part of an organization.  The term
function is used in several contexts in Title 5 of the U.S. Code, the codification of
laws on government organization and employees.  While Title 5 does not define
function, the implementing regulations for transfer of functions (5 U.S.C. § 3503) and
reductions in force (5 U.S.C. § 3502) define the term as “all or a clearly identifiable
segment of an agency’s mission (including all integral parts of that mission),
regardless of how it is performed” (5 C.F.R. § 351.203).  In sum, a CARFA would
have considerable discretion in identifying the “programs” it wished to evaluate.  
OMB has used primarily a budgetary perspective for defining specific programs
for purposes of the PART, an instrument used in the last two years in the President’s
budget to evaluate the effectiveness of programs.  Under the PART, programs have
generally been defined as they are presented in the President’s budget proposals or
other budget documents. GAO has noted, however, that OMB’s approach sometimes
aggregated several separate programs, and at other times disaggregated programs, in
ways that were not always aligned with how agencies managed or organized
themselves.  This practice in turn “contributed to the lack of available planning and
performance information,” as observed by GAO.65  GAO noted that the PART must
serve the needs of the President and OMB, but that the Government Performance and
Results Act (GPRA; 107 Stat. 285) presents a broader framework for strategic
planning and consultation with stakeholders, including Congress.66  These tensions
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favorably from the House Committee on Government Reform in the 108th Congress (H.R.
3826).  For more information, see CRS Report RL32671, Federal Program Performance
Review: Some Recent Developments, by Virginia A. McMurtry.  
67 P.L. 101-510, Sec. 2910, “Definitions” (104 Stat. 1485, at 1819).
68 Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, p. 1036. 
69 Ibid., p. 31.
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remarks in the House, Congressional Record, p. H3534.
71 For example, see David A. Nadler and Michael L. Tushman, Competing by Design (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1997), pp. 7-10. 
72 The record of “reorganization commissions” from the last century illustrates how
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raise the questions of how Members and committees of Congress could best be
served with regard to how programs should be defined, and who should define them.
Realignment.  The CARFA legislation calls upon its commission members
to recommend certain programs and agencies for realignment, but does not define the
term.  The BRAC commission law, by contrast, provided a technical and applied
definition for the term realignment, in the context of deciding whether to close, cut
back, or reorganize military installations: “The term ‘realignment’ includes any
action which both reduces and relocates functions and civilian personnel positions
but does not include a reduction in force resulting from workload adjustments,
reduced personnel or funding levels, or skill imbalances.”67  Unless the term were
further defined by Congress, a CARFA would likely have flexibility to define the
term as it wishes.  Some discussion may help shed light on possible definitions.
Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary defines realign as “to reorganize or make
new groupings”68 and align as “to be in or come into precise adjustment or correct
relative position.”69  Thus, the term’s common usage suggests an emphasis on
reorganization.  This possible emphasis is arguably consistent with Representative
Tiahrt’s discussion of the proposed CARFA Act, in his remarks on the House floor,
which referred to the “elimination or the realignment of duplicative, wasteful, and
outdated functions” (italics added).70  The emphasis is also arguably consistent with
the legislation’s provision that duplicative programs be “consolidated or streamlined”
(Section 3(c)(1)), terms often used as synonyms for restructuring and reorganization.
The organization design literature often indicates that an organization’s
“structure” and “purpose” are complexly intertwined concepts when considering
“organizational architectures.”71  Depending on an observer’s perspective, these
concepts may arguably be intertwined to such an extent that the terms reorganization
or realignment can be construed to imply not only “moving organizational boxes,”
but also changing processes and perhaps even purpose.  For example, if two similar,
but not identical, programs are proposed to be combined into one program, it is
possible that core elements of one or both programs might be changed.  Thus, it is
possible that the proposed commission could define the term realignment as allowing
both organizational and policy changes,72 consistent with the CARFA legislation’s
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directions to recommend the realignment of programs, and corresponding policies,
that are judged duplicative, wasteful, or inefficient.
Other Terms to Describe Certain Programs.  Section 3(c) of the CARFA
legislation enumerates a number of descriptive terms that a commission would be
required to use in its work and would potentially need to define further.  Specifically,
under the legislation, a commission would be required to recommend programs or
agencies that fall under these definitions to be realigned or eliminated.
Duplicative.  Section 3(c)(1) of the CARFA legislation would require a
CARFA to recommend that duplicative agencies and programs be realigned.  The
definition of duplicative is operationalized in this way: “[i]f 2 or more agencies or
programs are performing the same essential function and the function can be
consolidated or streamlined into a single agency or program.”  How would a
commission interpret this term?  The term has a long history.  Concerns about
“overlap” and “duplication” in federal government programs were expressed as early
as 1920, when Congress established a Joint Committee on Reorganization.73  Similar
concerns were echoed in the late 1940s, when the legislation enacting the Hoover
Commission was being considered.  The Hoover Commission’s concluding report
prominently remarked on “the wastes of overlapping and duplication.”74  More
recently, other terms, in addition to duplicative and overlapping, have been used to
describe several agencies or programs engaging in activities that some observers see
as similar or related.  These terms include crosscutting, fragmented, and redundant.
GAO’s analysis of mission fragmentation and program overlap in federal agencies,
for example, provides the analytical foundation for much of the current discourse
regarding federal programs that appear to do similar or related things.75  An
underlying framework that GAO used for making these categorizations is the federal
government’s set of budget function classifications, which, as noted previously, refer
to broad categories of federal spending, organized according to the purpose or
mission of government (e.g., defense, income security, and law enforcement).76
However, GAO offered the following caveat with regard to the term duplication:
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Although [the budget function classification] system can indicate broad
categories of fragmentation and overlap, it does not directly address the issue of
program duplication.  While mission fragmentation and program overlap are
relatively straightforward to identify, determining whether overlapping programs
are actually duplicative requires an analysis of target populations, specific
program goals, and the means used to achieve them.77
Furthermore, when appearing before the House Committee on Government Reform’s
Subcommittee on Government Efficiency and Financial Management, a former OMB
career official testified that making such assessments involves several subtleties.  He
stated that, while some programs might be “in competition with one another” (i.e,
duplicative), it is also possible that similar programs might use different methods,
serve different populations, or even be complementary to each other.78
Wasteful, Inefficient, Outdated, Irrelevant, or Failed.  The other terms in
Section 3(c) of the CARFA legislation have less complex histories, but also might
be more difficult to define in ways that would achieve consensus among varied
stakeholders and observers.  Section 3(c)(2) defines wasteful and inefficient in three
possible ways, requiring the proposed commission to “recommend the realignment
or elimination of any agency or program that has wasted Federal funds by — (A)
egregious spending; (B) mismanagement of resources and personnel; or (C) use of
such funds for personal benefit or the benefit of a special interest group.”  Similarly,
Section 3(c)(3) would require the proposed commission to “recommend the
elimination of any agency or program that — (A) has completed its intended purpose;
(B) has become irrelevant; or (C) has failed to meet its objectives.”
How would the commission define “egregious” spending, or determine the
threshold for what constitutes “mismanagement” of resources and personnel?  What
is a “special” interest group?  How is that different from other interest groups that are
not “special?”  What constitutes an outdated, irrelevant, or failed program or agency?
The legislative history behind the CARFA legislation does not appear to answer these
questions, and the answers would likely need to be supplied by Congress or the
commission’s presidential appointees.  Advocates of these provisions might argue
that it is proper to give the commission flexibility to define these terms, and that in
any case their recommendations, packaged as an implementation bill, would still be
subject to an up-or-down vote by Congress.  However, critics might argue that the
terms are inherently subjective, and that the legislation’s expedited procedures for
congressional consideration (discussed and analyzed further, below) would not allow
sufficient scrutiny of a commission’s recommendations and implementation bill.
If a commission were to craft definitions for these terms, it is possible that the
commission would create and use standards for making some of these decisions, as
discussed in the following section.
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Standards and Criteria for Decision Making.  The subject of decision
making standards arose during the hearing for S. 1668, with Senator Voinovich
discussing a need to establish non-biased criteria for recommending the elimination
of programs.79  Former Majority Leader Armey also testified that politics should not
be allowed to intrude in such a process.  OMB Deputy Director for Management Clay
Johnson III testified that a commission should use the Bush Administration’s PART
to help make its determinations.  Section 3(d) of the CARFA legislation, which
would require “systematic assessment of programs” by the President and the
commission’s consideration of these assessments, contains a framework of
provisions that is arguably similar in structure and contents to the Administration’s
PART.80
If Congress chose to evaluate the CARFA legislation, were it introduced,
Congress would have precedent for paying close attention to a commission’s
standards and criteria for making recommendations.  In the BRAC statute, for
example, the Secretary of Defense was required to articulate and publish in the
Federal Register the proposed criteria for base closures, with an opportunity for
public comment (104 Stat. 1810-1811; Section 2903(b)).81  In addition, should
Congress wish to explore the topic of standards, three perspectives from the program
evaluation and social science literatures might be helpful in assessing standards that
could be used by an eventual CARFA: the concepts of validity, reliability, and
objectivity.82  In program evaluation and social science research, validity has been
defined as “the extent to which any measuring instrument measures what it is
intended to measure.”83  Another term, reliability, has been described as “the relative
amount of random inconsistency or unsystematic fluctuation of individual responses
on a measure,” that is, the extent to which several attempts at measuring something
are consistent (e.g., by several human judges or several uses of the same
instrument).84  Finally, the term objectivity has been defined as “whether [an] inquiry
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Methods, vol. 3, p. 952, and Michael Scriven, Evaluation Thesaurus, 4th ed. (Newbury Park,
CA: SAGE Publications, 1991), p. 309.
85 For more information and criticisms of the concept, see Martyn Hammersley,
“Objectivity,” in Michael S. Lewis-Beck, Alan Bryman, and Tim Futing Liao, eds., The
SAGE Encyclopedia of Social Science Research Methods, vol. 2, pp. 750-751.
86 Ibid., p. 750. Thus, analysts often ask whether a given instrument can be improved (i.e.,
whether the instrument’s chances of reaching valid and reliable findings have been
maximized). An implication of these terms is that it is possible for an instrument to be
objective, but not a valid measure of what it is intended to measure.
87 See William M. Hix, Taking Stock of the Army’s Base Realignment and Closure Selection
Process (Santa Monica, CA: RAND, 2001), pp. xv-xvii.  The RAND Corporation is a public
nonprofit 501(c)(3) corporation whose mission is to “help improve policy and
decisionmaking through research and analysis” ([http://www.rand.org/about/history]).
88 For analysis of the PART along these dimensions, see CRS Report RL32663, The Bush
Administration’s Program Assessment Rating Tool (PART).
is pursued in a way that maximizes the chances that the conclusions reached will be
true.”85  The opposite concept is subjectivity, suggesting, in turn, concepts of bias,
prejudice, or unfairness.  Thus, making a judgment about the objectivity of a test or
researcher “involves judging a course of inquiry, or an inquirer, against some rational
standard of how an inquiry ought to have been pursued in order to maximize the
chances of producing true findings” (emphasis in original).86
A framework similar to the validity/reliability/objectivity trio of concepts, as
summarized above, was used to assess the BRAC commission’s standards for
decision making.  Specifically, in the context of the 1995 BRAC commission’s
consideration of U.S. Army bases, an independent analysis by the RAND
Corporation identified 10 “criteria [that] should characterize an effective BRAC
process.”87  The first criterion used by RAND focused on the reliability of the
assessment process; the second criterion focused on objectivity; and the remaining
eight criteria arguably focused on several dimensions of validity.
With regard to the CARFA legislation, a commission would need to make
numerous determinations for non-defense discretionary programs in the executive
branch (whether a program is duplicative, wasteful, etc.).  How should one validly,
reliably, and objectively determine a program is irrelevant, for example?  General
consensus among stakeholders and researchers might exist on how to make these
determinations for some “programs,” as the commission elects to define the term
program.  But consensus might be lacking for other programs. Should Congress wish
to explore these issues, Congress could ask if the CARFA legislation’s assessments
might be completed validly, reliably, and objectively — including by the
Administration’s PART, an instrument which has been lauded by some observers and
the subject of criticism among others.88  To the extent that the PART is seen as an
essential or complementary tool for a CARFA (and probably as the “systematic
method” required by the legislation’s Section 3(d)), perspectives on the PART may
help highlight or clarify issues for Congress should it consider a reintroduced
CARFA Act. 
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Expedited Congressional Consideration.  A distinctive feature of the
CARFA legislation is its provision for expedited consideration by Congress of the
commission’s recommendations, packaged together in an implementation bill.89
Depending on an observer’s outlook, these arrangements could be considered to offer
distinct advantages or disadvantages.  For example, possible advantages include the
assurance that Congress would actually consider the work of the commission, less
ability for Members to engage in “logrolling” (vote trading) that could undermine the
commission’s recommendations, and the prevention of potential filibusters in the
Senate.  Possible disadvantages, however, include less ability to engage in the
compromises that are necessary for a democratic system to function, diminished
power for minority groups in the Senate, and a movement away from the rights and
prerogatives of individual Senators to engage in extended debate unless an
extraordinary majority votes to invoke cloture.  The advantages and disadvantages
relating to logrolling and constraint on Members of the Senate are discussed below.
Logrolling and the CARFA Legislation.  When the BRAC commission
legislation was being considered in 1990, there was a broad consensus that the
number and extent of military installations needed to be reduced in order to save
funds.90  Supporters of the BRAC process argued that parochial politics prevented the
closure of bases which they believed were no longer needed.  Critics countered that
it was Congress’s responsibility to make these determinations, not a commission’s,
and that presidential administrations had in the past used base closing decisions for
political purposes.  In addition, there were many concerns about how these military
installations were to be chosen.  If the commission’s recommendations could be
amended during the legislative process, Members of Congress could face strong
incentives to exclude some or all installations from the list, perhaps via bartering
votes on base closures with votes on other seemingly unrelated matters.  If this
happened to a large extent, then the primary reason for pursuing the BRAC process,
saving funds, might be undermined.  Thus, one justification for creating the BRAC
commission framework was that it would prevent, or at least limit, vote trading, also
known as “logrolling.”91  Under the BRAC framework, when the commission’s
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a majority of numbers, either at the committee level or when a bill reaches the
floor for a vote of all members.
92 For a discussion of the BRAC commissions in the context of political science theories
regarding delegation of legislative power, see David Epstein and Sharyn O’Halloran,
Delegating Powers: A Transaction Cost Politics Approach to Policy Making Under
Separate Powers (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 1999), pp. 1-4, 9.
93 Rep. Todd Tiahrt, “Yes, We Are Better Off Now Than We Were Four Years Ago,”
remarks in the House, Congressional Record, pp. H3533-H3534.  The proposed CARFA Act
was notably different from BRAC in its provision for a vote on approval for the
commission’s recommendations, rather than the BRAC legislation’s vote on disapproval.
94 Public choice theory has been defined as “the economic study of nonmarket decision
making, or simply the application of economics to political science.”  See Dennis C.
Mueller, Public Choice III (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2003), p. 1.  An
alternative name for public choice theory is “political economy.”  See Harvey S. Rosen,
Public Finance, p. 112.  For a viewpoint on how economics has affected political science,
see Gary J. Miller, “The Impact of Economics on Contemporary Political Science,” Journal
of Economic Literature, vol. 35, no. 3 (Sept. 1997), pp. 1173-1204.
recommendations reached Congress, Congress would be allowed only an up-or-down
vote on a resolution disapproving the package in its entirety, with no amendments.
If no such resolution were passed within 45 days, the recommendations would then
be automatically implemented.  Members of Congress would not be able to make
deals to exclude installations from the list of facilities to be realigned or closed,
which would preserve the integrity of the original list and its corresponding
(projected) budget savings, as recommended by the commission and transmitted by
the President.  These provisions, together with additional ones to help insulate the
process from political manipulation by presidential administrations and make it open
to the public, became what were considered key attributes of the BRAC statute.92
Concerns about logrolling were expressed by the House sponsor of the proposed
CARFA Act, Representative Tiahrt:
CARFA is based on a process with an established record of successful program
elimination and prioritizing of spending.  The Base Realignment and Closure
Commission, or BRAC as it is called, is similar only [in how] it deals strictly
with military bases, whereas H.R. 3213 will establish a commission to conduct
a comprehensive review of Federal agencies and programs and recommend the
elimination or the realignment of duplicative, wasteful, and outdated functions.
CARFA provides for a disciplined spending review process for nondefense,
nonentitlement programs.  Congress will simply have to vote up or down on the
commission’s recommendations in their entirety.  The congressional logrolling
that normally bogs down the process will be short-circuited. In this way, real
reform can emerge and the deficit and debt program can be brought under
control.93
According to public choice theory,94 logrolling can improve or degrade societal
welfare depending on the specifics of the situation, including how strongly different
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96 Harvey S. Rosen, Public Finance, p. 121.
individuals value several issues and how value is to be measured.95  Which of these
two approaches — vote trading versus no vote trading — is better in a given situation
is open to interpretation and debate.  According to one textbook,
[v]ote trading is controversial.  Its proponents argue that trading votes leads to
efficient provision of public goods, just as trading commodities leads to efficient
provision of private goods.  Proponents also emphasize the potential for
revealing the intensity of preferences and establishing a stable equilibrium.
Moreover, the compromises implicit in vote trading are necessary for a
democratic system to function.... On the other hand, opponents of logrolling
stress that it is likely to result in special-interest gains not sufficient to outweigh
general losses.  Large amounts of waste can be incurred.96
In sum, different stakeholders may have different views on how the CARFA
legislation’s no-amendment provisions would affect logrolling.  Moreover, theory
alone does not indicate whether logrolling (or the absence thereof) would have
beneficial or adverse consequences for society as a whole. 
Three issues that Congress might consider, in light of this discussion, are (1)
whether legislation based partially on the BRAC model, which targeted military
bases for realignment and closure based on widespread consensus, would be
appropriate for the case of reviewing non-defense discretionary agencies for
realignment or elimination, when widespread consensus might or might not exist and
when the commission’s membership would not require Senate confirmation; (2)
whether vote trading, or the lack thereof, in considering a proposed CARFA Act
would be likely to improve societal welfare; and (3) whether Members believe the
proposal would be a fully legitimate exercise of legislative power, an abdication of
that power, or something in between.
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Constraint on Potential Filibusters in the Senate.  Section 7 of the
CARFA legislation would provide for expedited congressional consideration of the
commission’s implementation bill, “as an exercise of the rulemaking power of the
Senate and House of Representatives.”97 In the Senate, this provision would prohibit
amendments and almost all procedural delays, unless a majority of the Senate did not
wish to vote on or pass the commission’s implementation bill.  Thus, in contrast to
customary Senate procedures, which give individual Senators considerable power to
influence or delay the Senate’s business, Senators would lose the ability to filibuster
the implementation bill, if any wished to prevent it from coming to a vote.98  In other
words, for purposes of considering the implementation bill, a proposed CARFA
Act’s expedited procedures could diminish the power of minorities in the Senate.99
Proponents might argue that the legislation’s expedited procedure provisions would
make Senate consideration of the commission’s recommendations more responsive
to majority rule and speed consideration of the proposal.  Opponents of this approach
might maintain that it takes power away from minority groups in the Senate and de-
emphasizes the rights and prerogatives of individual Senators to engage in extended
debate unless an extraordinary majority votes to invoke cloture.
If one or more Senators wished to modify the rules contained in the CARFA
legislation (i.e., if the CARFA Act were reintroduced and enacted), the Senate could
choose to do so by making changes to the expedited consideration provisions.100  This
could be done in several ways.  For example, the Senate could change the expedited
procedures by unanimous consent.  If a Senator objected to the unanimous consent
request to change the expedited procedures, a super-majority of three-fifths of all
Senators chosen and sworn (normally 60 votes) would be needed to invoke cloture
and allow the Senate to vote on the proposed changes to the expedited procedures,
by statute or standing order.  And finally, invoking cloture to vote on an amendment
to the Senate’s standing rules would require a super-majority of two-thirds of all
Senators present and voting (up to 67 votes).  In the House of Representatives, by
contrast, making changes to the CARFA procedural rules would require only a
simple majority vote on the adoption of a special rule, something a majority could
achieve easily.  In essence, then, while the expedited procedures would apply equally
to both chambers, in effect they would be considerably more restrictive on the Senate
than on the House.
Transparency and Participation.  Another topic that Congress could
choose to consider is the transparency with which the CARFA would be required to
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operate and related issues of public participation.  Past review commissions have
worked under a wide range of requirements to open their work to public visibility,
participation, and occasional accompanying scrutiny.  The BRAC commissions, for
example, operated under the explicit requirement that “[e]ach meeting of the
Commission, other than meetings in which classified information is to be discussed,
shall be open to the public” (Section 2902(e)(2)(A)).  In addition, the BRAC statute
specified that “[a]ll the proceedings, information, and deliberations of the
Commission shall be open, upon request” to the chairmen and ranking members of
several congressional committees and subcommittees (Section 2902(e)(2)(B)).  By
contrast, the Hoover Commission’s authorizing statute was silent on the subject of
transparency and participation.  (The Hoover Commission predated the enactment of
FACA, which sets out requirements governing public access to meetings and records
as well as public participation, and other “open government” laws.)  A more recent
review commission, the 9/11 Commission, was explicitly excluded from FACA’s
requirements and required to hold public hearings “to the extent appropriate.”101
As discussed previously in this report, it is unclear whether a CARFA would be
covered by FACA or affected by its requirements (e.g., advisory committee meetings
are presumptively open to the public).  A CARFA would also probably not be subject
to the Government in the Sunshine Act (90 Stat. 1241).102  This law requires
collegially headed federal executive agencies whose members are appointed by the
President with the advice and consent of the Senate to hold certain meetings in
public.  The CARFA legislation is silent with regard to the commission’s location in
the executive or another branch, but if the legislation were enacted, the commission’s
members would not be Senate-confirmed.
Finally, the CARFA legislation is silent with regard to whether the proposed
commission would be subject to the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA; 5 U.S.C.
§ 552).  FOIA’s definition of “agency” (5 U.S.C. § 552(f)) includes executive
departments, military departments, government corporations, government controlled
corporations, independent regulatory agencies, or any “other establishment in the
executive branch of the Government (including the Executive Office of the
President).”  However, if the commission were deemed strictly advisory in nature,
it would not be covered by FOIA.  If Congress chose to enact such legislation, and
in the event that the commission were considered an establishment in the executive
branch, FOIA would likely be held to cover the commission (based on the fact that,
under Section 4 of the legislation, the CARFA would have investigatory powers), if
a court were to address this question.  In Energy Research Foundation v. Defense
Nuclear Facilities Safety Board, 917 F.2nd 581 (D.C. Cir. 1990), the court held that
the board (which was responsible for reviewing, evaluating, investigating, and
making recommendations to the Department of Energy regarding standards and
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104 GPRA requires agencies to articulate strategic plans, annual plans, and measures of
performance, and was explicitly intended to open up the processes of debate and decision
making to the public, interest groups, and Congress through required consultations with
Congress and solicitation of views from “those entities potentially affected by or interested
in” these matters, with regard to agency strategic plans (5 U.S.C. § 306(d)).
safety issues pertaining to nuclear facilities of the department) was subject to FOIA,
basing its decision on the fact that the board had investigatory powers.103
In sum, therefore, it is not clear the extent to which a CARFA would be able to
conduct its work outside public and congressional view (e.g., convene meetings, hold
hearings, and formulate recommendations), if it chose to pursue that course.  Some
might see advantages associated with an approach that kept the commission’s
activities largely outside public or congressional view.  For example, supporters
might maintain that, by limiting public involvement, a CARFA would avoid public
or interest group pressure as it weighed individual and difficult policy
recommendations, issue by issue.  From the perspective of supporters, this could
potentially help a CARFA’s recommendations to be formulated, seen, and considered
as a cohesive package.  Furthermore, because the commission would be advisory, a
CARFA’s recommendations still would have to be considered by Congress (albeit
under expedited procedures) and signed by the President before any
recommendations became law.  
However, some disadvantages could also be associated with an approach that
other observers might see as lacking transparency and participation.  For example,
the commission’s recommendations might lose credibility if observers were not sure
who was involved, both inside and outside of government, in formulating them.  In
addition, critics might argue that the legislation’s expedited congressional procedures
would not allow for (a) enough time or public participation to consider what could
be large changes to a large subset of federal programs; or for (b) enough
congressional and public input through mechanisms like GPRA, which was arguably
enacted to address many issues of federal management and performance, including
those that would be addressed by a CARFA, if it were established.104
Potential Success Factors for a Commission
When evaluating proposals to establish major reorganization or review
commissions, Congress might also consider the “success factors” that observers have
identified as important inputs to successful commissions.  One scholar proposed four
“propositions” for an effective commission that, if ignored, he argued could make
“success” with a commission more difficult to attain:
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1. A focused and limited mandate for a commission ... is more likely to provide
useful results than a commission with a broad, unstructured mandate with
substantial policy implications.
2. A commission should have ties with central managerial agencies in the
executive branch and with committees with general management responsibilities
in Congress.  Others besides the commission must have a stake in the success of
the exercise.
3. Commissions should be cognizant of the distinctive legal character of
governmental organization and activities.  Included in any commission review
should be a review, with recommendations, of the general management laws
pertinent to the mandate of the commission. 
4. There should be some consensus in advance among commission members
regarding the organizational principles to be applied in their review and
recommendations.  Commissions do not tend to be effective vehicles for
generating consensus if none previously existed.105
GAO also weighed in with “lessons” regarding “successful government
restructurings”: 
The lesson of the two Hoover Commissions is clear: If plans to reorganize
government are to move from recommendation to reality, creating a consensus
for them is essential to the task.  In this regard, both the process employed and
the players involved in making any specific reorganization proposals are of
critical importance.  The success of the first Hoover Commission can be tied to
the involvement and commitment of both the Congress and the President.  Both
the legislative branch and executive branches agreed to the goals. .... A
distinction also needs to be made between policy choices and operational
choices.  Relatively straightforward reorganization proposals that focus on
operational issues appear to have met with greater success than those that
addressed more complex policy issues.106
Different observers will have different opinions about whether success factors such
as these relate to specific commission proposals.  A noteworthy point of comparison
with these prescriptions may be experience with the 9/11 Commission.  The 9/11
Commission was established only after extended negotiation among Members of
Congress and the President regarding its scope, powers, etc., and was tasked in its
authorizing statute with making not only operational recommendations, but also
policy recommendations: “[t]he purposes of the Commission are to — ... (5)
investigate and report to the President and Congress on its findings, conclusions, and
recommendations for corrective measures that can be taken to prevent acts of
terrorism” (116 Stat. 2408).  The 9/11 Commission proceeded to make
organizational, operational, and policy recommendations in a charged political
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environment during a presidential election year.107 The commission’s bipartisan,
unanimous report has been both criticized and commended for omitting some policy
topics,108 and may or may not illustrate that to be effective, a commission’s scope and
reorganization-related recommendations must fit within an overall context of
legislative-executive consensus. 
Potential Alternatives or Complements to a Commission
A CARFA could provide a mechanism for the President and Congress —
through the President’s appointees to the commission and Congress’s consideration
of the commission recommendations — to consider “elimination or realignment of
duplicative, wasteful, or outdated functions” in certain programs and agencies.109
However, establishing a commission is only one possible way of  exploring these
issues.  If Congress wants to explore similar issues, it could consider alternatives or
complements to a commission.  Three are discussed and analyzed below.
Pursue or Authorize Government Reorganization.  Commentators
sometimes propose reorganization of government agencies as a way to realign
programs and improve government efficiency and effectiveness.  Thus, as an
alternative or complement to the CARFA legislation, Congress could consider
undertaking specific reorganization legislation, as it did with the Homeland Security
Act of 2002 (116 Stat. 2287) when it created the Department of Homeland Security,
or alternatively, reauthorizing executive reorganization authority.110
In the past, reorganization was viewed largely as a technical exercise that could
be delegated to experts in the executive branch.  In recent decades, however,
commentators have seen reorganizations as also having potentially significant
institutional, policy, and political consequences.111  In 1995, GAO explored many of
the associated issues.112  In 2003, the Comptroller General recommended
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and Principles, GAO/T-GGD/AIMD-95-166, May 17, 1995, p. 2; and U.S. General
Accounting Office, Government Restructuring: Identifying Potential Duplication in Federal
Missions and Approaches, GAO/T-AIMD-95-161, June 7, 1995.  GAO has also
concentrated on the potential role of agency and government-wide strategic planning under
GPRA (as explained later in this report).  For example, see U.S. General Accounting Office,
Results-Oriented Government: Using GPRA to Address 21st Century Challenges, GAO-03-
1166T, Sept. 18, 2003.
113 David M. Walker, U.S. General Accounting Office, Truth and Transparency: The
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National Press Club, Sept. 17, 2003, p. 6, at [http://www.gao.gov/cghome/npc917.pdf].
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streamlining and simplifying the federal government’s organizational structure to
address “duplicative, overlapping, and conflicting and outdated government
programs, policies, and operations.”113  Furthermore, the National Commission on
the Public Service (“Second Volcker Commission”) recommended a “fundamental
reorganization” of the federal government “into a limited number of mission-related
executive departments,” in order to enhance “mission coherence and role
clarification.”114  According the Second Volcker Commission’s proposal, the choice
of agency subordinate organizations and personnel systems — traditionally the
subject of congressional attention and negotiation — would be defined by the
President, and subject to oversight by OMB and the Office of Personnel Management
(agencies under control of the President), “as well as Congress.”115
The organization design literature has expressed mixed assessments of the
ability of reorganization to improve organizational performance.  Grouping
organizations together can be viewed as a “double-edged sword”: 
On one hand, grouping eases the flow of information within the boundaries of the
group by providing a common language, a common goal, and, indeed, even a
common view of the world.  The group becomes an identifiable subculture of the
larger organization, and the sharing and processing of information become easier.
But the boundaries inevitably become barriers, making it more difficult to share
information outside the group and often engendering conflict, competition, and
a lack of cooperation among groups....
It’s essential to keep in mind that organizations, in the final analysis, are
political systems with complex patterns of power and influence.... If new
grouping patterns seem to elevate one group over another, channel increased
resources to a particular activity, or substantially alter reporting relationships,
some manager or group will be seen as winning at the expense of someone else....
Strategic grouping ... by definition separates some jobs and individuals at the
same time it brings others together.116
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implementation teams) and “systems and processes” (strategic planning processes,
information technology systems, etc.).  See Nadler and Tushman, pp. 67-69.
117 U.S. Congress, Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs, Non-Homeland Security
Mission Performance Act of 2003, report to accompany S. 910, 108th Cong., 1st sess., S.Rept.
108-115 (Washington: GPO, 2003).
118 Critics of a proposal like the CARFA Act could point out that Congress has protected
these prerogatives before.  The Reorganization Act of 1977, as Amended, was allowed to
expire after the Supreme Court ruled in INS v. Chadha that the legislative veto, a statutory
check on executive branch discretion, was unconstitutional (462 U.S. 919 (1983)). 
It is possible that Congress had similar concerns when enacting the Homeland
Security Act, when Congress included Section 888, “Preserving Coast Guard Mission
Performance” (116 Stat. 2249), in the bill, which prohibited the Secretary of the
Department of Homeland Security (DHS) from substantially or significantly reducing
the “non-homeland security missions” of the Coast Guard.  Furthermore, in the 108th
Congress, S. 910 (“Non-Homeland Security Mission Performance Act of 2003”) was
reported from committee favorably with amendments, articulating concerns that non-
homeland security missions (e.g., maritime search and rescue, fisheries enforcement,
asylum for refugees, protecting against counterfeiting, etc.) be preserved and not
crowded out by homeland security-related activities.117  Similar concerns could apply
to other proposed executive branch reorganizations.
Establishing a commission like the CARFA might arguably entail some
advantages compared to reorganization, whether that reorganization were undertaken
through the regular legislative process or executive reorganization authority.  For
example, in contrast to reorganization through the regular legislative process, the
CARFA legislation would expedite congressional consideration of the commission’s
recommendations without the risk of amendments undermining the cohesiveness of
the package.  The CARFA legislation would arguably impose fewer restrictions upon
the commission’s recommendations compared with executive reorganization
authority, which, if renewed, would impose a number of restrictions on what
reorganization plans could contain (e.g., a prohibition on abolishing statutory
programs).  A CARFA would thus have more flexibility to deal with a broad range
of policy matters.
Other observers might see disadvantages in the CARFA proposal, compared to
reorganization through the regular legislative process or executive reorganization
authority.  Compared to CARFA, pursuing reorganization (or policy changes)
through the regular legislative process could be seen as preserving important
congressional prerogatives under the Constitution’s separation of powers and checks
and balances, subjecting proposals to more deliberation, transparency, and public
participation.118  In addition, Congress enacted major legislative changes to tax laws
in 1986, social policy in 1996, farm subsidies in 1996, and homeland security
agencies in 2002 by relying on existing processes and institutions.  The CARFA
legislation could also be seen as having disadvantages compared to executive branch
reorganization authority, if Congress were concerned about giving too much power
to the President.  Because executive branch reorganization authority, if renewed,
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 — 10 Years Later,” Journal of Government Financial Management, vol. 52, no. 1 (spring
2003), pp. 58-64; and Beryl A. Radin, “Caught Between Agendas: GPRA, Devolution, and
Politics,” International Journal of Public Administration, vol. 26, nos. 10/11 (Aug./Sept.
2003), p. 1247.
122 U.S. General Accounting Office, Results-Oriented Government: GPRA Has Established
a Solid Foundation for Achieving Greater Results, “Highlights,” inside front cover.
would be subject to many restrictions regarding what the President could propose for
expedited congressional consideration, the legislative powers of the executive branch
would be arguably more constrained under a renewed Reorganization Act than a new
CARFA Act.
Use GPRA.  Another potential alternative or complement for the CARFA
legislation, which Congress might consider, is continued usage and oversight of the
Government Performance and Results Act.119  Congress enacted GPRA to
accomplish several goals, including to “systematically [hold] Federal agencies
accountable for achieving program results”; “improve congressional decisionmaking
by providing more objective information on achieving statutory objectives, and on
the relative effectiveness and efficiency of Federal programs and spending”; and
“improve internal management of the Federal Government.”120  Thus, GPRA
established a statutory foundation intended for examining issues, among others, that
a CARFA would also emphasize. 
The extent to which GPRA has been successful in moving toward these goals
has been a subject of discussion and debate in Congress and the legislative branch,
in the executive branch, in the scholarly community, and among other observers.121
Some, including GAO, see GPRA as having established a “solid foundation” of
results-oriented planning, measuring, and reporting, albeit with a number of
challenges remaining, including an “inadequate focus on addressing issues that cut
across federal agencies.”122  Others see GPRA at risk of creating a “paper exercise”
unless agency program evaluations and performance reporting documents have
budget and management implications, and some are concerned about a perceived lack
of analytical capacity in federal agencies in order to comply with GPRA and the Bush
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Administration’s PART initiative.  Still others might question whether GPRA or its
implementation have focused on the right things.  Apart from the CARFA legislation,
a number of observers have advocated for continued use of the Bush
Administration’s PART as a complement to GPRA, in order to forge a “link”
between performance and budgets.123 However, some others have criticized the
PART for inconsistency, its emphasis on serving the needs of the executive branch
without the significant involvement of Congress and other stakeholders, and its focus
on individual programs instead of issues that cut across several agencies (e.g., food
safety).124
Proponents of CARFA, if it were reintroduced, might argue that it would bring
several advantages compared to using GPRA alone, including (1) producing an
integrated and internally consistent set of recommendations for congressional
consideration; (2) potentially insulating the commission’s deliberations from day-to-
day politics, thereby potentially allowing the commissioners more flexibility to
investigate controversial options and develop innovative recommendations; (3)
potentially establishing some measure of independence for the commission’s
recommendations, thereby increasing the commission’s credibility; and (4)
eliminating the ability of Members of Congress to amend the commission’s set of
recommendations or delay their consideration, thereby increasing the probability of
enacting a coherent package.
On the other hand, opponents are likely to see the disadvantages of establishing
a commission compared to using GPRA alone, including (1) potential duplication of
effort with federal agencies in evaluating programs and agencies; (2) arguably less
transparency and participation in formulating and considering proposals compared
to the process under GPRA, potentially undermining the commission’s credibility;
(3) potential questions about the ability of a commission to make credible
assessments with limited time and analytical capacity; and (4) eliminating the ability
of Members of Congress to amend the commission’s recommendations or delay their
consideration, thereby facilitating the floor consideration of legislation that might
otherwise have stood little chance of enactment had there been opportunity for more
scrutiny of commission recommendations.
Bolster Agency Program Evaluation Capacity Through “Chief
Program Evaluation Officers.”  Congress could also consider bolstering
program evaluation capacity in federal agencies as a potential alternative or
complement for the CARFA legislation.  Many observers have asserted that agencies
frequently do not adequately evaluate the performance or results of their programs
 — or integrate evaluation efforts across agency boundaries — possibly due to lack
of capacity, management attention and commitment, or resources.125  Bolstering the
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Committee on Government Reform, Subcommittee on Government Efficiency and Financial
Management, Performance, Results, and Budget Decisions, hearing, 108th Cong., 1st sess.,
Apr. 1, 2003, H.Hrg. 108-32 (Washington: GPO, 2003), pp. 30-31; U.S. General Accounting
Office, Program Evaluation: Agencies Challenged by New Demand for Information on
Program Results, GAO/GGD-98-53, Apr. 1998; and Matthew Weinstock, “Under the
Microscope,” Government Executive, vol. 35, no. 1 (Jan. 2003), pp. 37-40.  For more
detailed background and analysis, see U.S. General Accounting Office, Transition Series:
Program Evaluation Issues, GAO/OCG-93-6TR, Dec. 1992; Walter Williams, Mismanaging
America: The Rise of the Anti-Analytic Presidency (Lawrence, KS: University Press of
Kansas, 1990); U.S. General Accounting Office, Transition Series: Program Evaluation
Issues, GAO/OCG-89-8TR, Nov. 1988; and U.S. General Accounting Office, Federal
Evaluation: Fewer Units, Reduced Resources, Different Studies From 1980, GAO/PEMD-
87-9, Jan. 1987.
126 For more discussion, see the section entitled “Agency ‘Chief Officers’ and Interagency
Councils” in CRS Report RL32388, General Management Laws: Major Themes and
Management Policy Options, by Clinton T. Brass. Currently, statutory chief officers (or
their equivalent) include inspectors general (IGs, established by the Inspector General Act
of 1978; 92 Stat. 1101); chief financial officers (CFOs, established by the Chief Financial
Officers Act of 1990; 104 Stat. 2838, at 2842); chief information officers (CIOs, established
by the Clinger-Cohen Act of 1996; 110 Stat. 679, at 684); chief human capital officers
(CHCOs, established by the Homeland Security Act of 2002; 116 Stat. 2287); and chief
acquisition officers (CAOs, established by the Services Acquisition Reform Act of 2003;
117 Stat. 1663, at 1666).  Chief privacy officers were added to this list with enactment of
the Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2005 (Division H, Sec. 522; P.L. 108-447).
127 The Government Performance and Results Act defines program evaluation as “an
assessment, through objective measurement and systematic analysis, of the manner and
extent to which Federal programs achieve intended results” (107 Stat. 288).  More
information about the program evaluation field can be found at the website of the American
Evaluation Association, available at [http://www.eval.org]. 
128 For example, see GAO’s 1988 analysis recommending the establishment of agency chief
financial management officers, U.S. General Accounting Office, Transition Series:
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program evaluation capacity at federal agencies could arguably address many of the
same issues that a CARFA would address.
If Congress found adequate progress has not been made in evaluating federal
programs and agencies, and if Congress deemed these to be serious problems,
Congress might establish “chief program evaluation officer” (CPEO) positions in
major agencies to bring more attention to this function.  “Chief officer” positions
have proliferated in recent years.126  Because programs can differ considerably and
the field of program evaluation is highly interdisciplinary, evaluation methods differ
from program to program.127  A common theme behind the creation of each of these
chief officer positions was many observers’ belief that senior managers within
executive branch agencies paid insufficient attention to a given functional perspective
(e.g., financial management, information technology) in managing their agencies.
Therefore, observers believed that each functional perspective needed to be
“elevated” to a higher position within agencies’ management ranks, as a means to
ensure that long-standing problems would be addressed.128
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Financial Management Issues, GAO/OCG-89-7TR, Nov. 1988, pp. 22-23.  With regard to
establishment of chief acquisition officers, see Jason Peckenpaugh, “Chief acquisition
officer proposal wins endorsement,” GovExec.com, June 17, 2003, available at
[http://www.govexec.com/dailyfed/0603/061703p1.htm]. 
129 U.S. General Accounting Office, Performance Budgeting: Opportunities and Challenges,
GAO-02-1106T, Sept. 19, 2002, p. 16. 
130 However, for other functional areas, Presidents William Clinton and George W. Bush
both have used interagency councils of “chief officers,” viz., the CFO Council and CIO
Council, to undertake complex initiatives and foster interagency collaboration. 
131 For example, the first Hoover Commission’s Concluding Report commented that time
limitations, given the level of resources at the commission’s disposal, constrained the
breadth and depth of the commission’s activities: 
Limitations of time made it manifestly impossible for this Commission to inspect
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This situation may hold true for the program evaluation function in some
agencies.  The Comptroller General stated in late 2002 that,
[u]nfortunately, there is reason to be concerned about the capacity of federal
agencies to produce evaluations of their programs’ effectiveness.  Many program
evaluation offices are small, have other responsibilities, and produce only a few
effectiveness studies annually.  Even where the value of evaluations is
recognized, they may not be considered a funding priority.129
If agency program evaluation staff and organizations struggle for visibility even with
regard to their own programs, these units might face an even more difficult task in
attempting to look across agencies at crosscutting, overlapping, duplicative, or
fragmented program areas.  
If Congress chose to establish CPEO positions in major agencies, it might also
consider establishing a corresponding interagency council of CPEOs.  CPEOs might
be tasked to help the agencies ensure quality performance information, evaluate
crosscutting programs (in addition to the agency’s indigenous programs), and report
findings and information to Congress.  Under current law, it is no one’s explicit job
to do this coordination.130
Proponents of pursuing this option, apart from the CARFA legislation, might
argue that establishing these chief officer positions could create a “seat at the table”
for program evaluation in agency senior management teams, potentially helping
agencies to improve performance or coordinate programs with overlapping missions.
However, critics might argue that establishing another type of chief officer would be
excessive for agency leaders and management teams.  If this option were viewed in
context with the CARFA legislation as an alternative or complement, it could be seen
by observers as bringing potential advantages or disadvantages.  For example, some
might see bolstered agency program evaluation efforts as an essential complement
for a CARFA.  A commission could then draw upon the work of program evaluation
units and officers in federal agencies.131  On the other hand, some observers might see
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all the activities of the Government.  Thus, in the early stages of planning, our
attention was directed upon the largest spending activities of the Government
with the expectation that these functions would provide the most fruitful ground
for economy and savings.  As a result, some smaller agencies either were not
surveyed at all, were partially studied, or were considered only from the
standpoint of how they might be related to the executive structure as a whole. ....
Our exclusion of these agencies does not imply that their operations should
not also be carefully appraised.  On the contrary, our own findings offer clear
evidence of the value of further continuing study into the remaining relatively
untouched areas of the Government.
In our opinion, the logical course would be to assign this task to both the
Office of the Budget and to the departments themselves.  Through their
management research staffs they would appear to be best equipped to do the job
on a continuing basis.
(See Commission on Organization of the Executive Branch of the Government, Concluding
Report, pp. 45-46.)
a CARFA as essentially duplicative of the agency CPEOs and unaccountable to
Congress. 
